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ABStrACt

even in our secular age, the sacred continues to be a powerful cognitive space in the landscape 
of the imagination. i am a roman Catholic and amongst those who struggle to exist both in 
the structured universe of the sacred, and the contemporary plurality of the city.

the mystery of the incarnation provides a theological argument for the indwelling of the 
Spirit in creation through time. With the advent of secularism however, it is possible to 
conceive of a time outside the sacred. tension within theology in academia, faith in politics, 
or religion in a pluralistic society, reveals a boundary between our beliefs and our public 
face which becomes a rigid barrier – distinct as the private and public. Conflicting temporal 
structures of the sacred and secular give definition to this divide. 

Architecture has historically placed itself as interlocutor, negotiating complex thresholds 
in order to engage meaning. Contemporary sacred architecture, however, has avoided 
confrontation with the public realm. thick edges distinguish the realms of the sacred and 
the quotidian. this thesis engages the border between the sacred and the secular. 

An analysis of the temporal structures of contemporary sacred space and its civic environment 
opens up an exploration of one such border around St. Basil’s Church in toronto. the 
definition of a threshold at this edge challenges our contemporary divide by exploring 
potential transitions. Between the church and the street, architecture inhabits the edge, 
expanding and articulating connections.  Methods are explored for constructing built forms 
which promote a transition between, and interaction of, sacred and secular temporalities.  
At this threshold, individual creativity provides metaphors for ontology.  Crossing this 
threshold creates opportunities for overlap between the time of the sacred and the time of 
the secular.  these transitions challenge how we imagine both the church and the city in 
contemporary architecture.
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iNtrODUCtiON:

I believe in God the Father almighty, creator of heaven and earth. 
I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord. 

He was conceived by the power of the Holy Spirit and born of the Virgin 
Mary 

Under Pontius Pilate He was crucified, died, and was buried.  
He descended to the dead. 

On the third day he rose again. 
He ascended into heaven and is seated at the right hand of the Father.  

He will come again to judge the living and the dead. 
 

I believe in the Holy Spirit,  
the holy catholic Church,  
the communion of saints,  

the forgiveness of sins,  
the resurrection of the body,  

and the life everlasting.  
Amen. 

-The Apostles Creed

And in a contemporary context - in the halls of our institutions, 
the streets of the city, the square of the public forum - this is absurd.  i 
am left split. 
 Culturally we struggle to define the role of the sacred in 
our contemporary lives.  Whether it is theology in academia, belief 
in politics, or religion in a pluralistic society, the boundary between 
our sacred and our public faces is often a rigid barrier – distinct as 
the private and public.   My identity is similarly split, consisting of a 
religious self left behind when I step out the front door.

 in the teachings of my faith, space and time are created as 
a harmonious co-existence of the material and divine.  the Garden 
of Eden is the architectural representation of a unification between 
the sacred and everyday: it meets all physical needs and brings 
delight.  humanity’s fall from grace introduces a dislocation of 
humans from the immediate presence of the sacred.  With this 
separation comes the architectonic expression of the uniquely 
sacred and profane. the expulsion from eden introduces the 
possibility of conceiving of a space and time pro fano, outside the 
temple, unique and distinct from the sacred.  
 The effects of this division seem calamitous to me.  The 
narratives of Cain and Abel, the Flood, the tower of Babel all echo 
this struggle to exist outside the grace of the sacred.  it is in the 
Abrahamic covenant that a reunification project of tying together 
the divine and material is begun anew.  God’s promise to Abraham 
of land, progeny, and blessing (Gen 12:1-3) establishes the concept 
of the sacred in a spatial form: the Promised land.  this land 
guarantees a new place of unity between humanity and God. 
God is understood at the geometric and metaphorical centre of 
the Promised land given to the chosen people.   the architectonic 
expression is a hierarchical model of the cosmos represented in 
the First and Second temples: the holy of holies in the centre of a 
sequential series of courtyards expanding outwards to the court of 
the priests, the court of the israelites, the court of the Women, and 
the court of the Gentiles.  The material universe flows outwards 
uniting all material to the divine.  Physical space becomes the 
residing place of the divine, and the space of the everyday is 
connected to the divine through the hierarchical progression 
towards it.
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  The figure of Christ in my faith represents the struggle to overcome the divisions of a 
hierarchical model, and a renewed attempt to define the relationship between the divine and 
material.  the paradox of the incarnation, the Logos made flesh, reinterprets the covenant 
between God and Humanity by sanctifying all space.  In the figure of Christ, the divine dwells 
within the material as a hypostatic union.  this act disrupts the placement of the sacred in 
the place of the Promised land, and distributes it across all creation.  the possibility of the 
divine located in the fulfillment of all matter relocates the sacred in time.  In time, creation 
achieves its purpose and the cosmos becomes wholly sacred.  i am therefore located in a 
middle time, after the fall from grace and before the eventual return.  The sacred is placed in 
time, and the space of the sacred acts to affirm this temporal existence.  The sacred space of 
my Catholic faith reifies the presence of the divine as it transforms the material towards an 
eventual renewal in the fulfillment of time.  The material and the divine are linked through 
this temporal relationship.
  Within this concept of time as an instrument of divine fulfillment, the profane is 
wrapped up in the sacred, nothing exists outside sacred time.  Saint and sinner, beggar and 
priest, are all within the sacred.  the incarnation guarantees an indwelling of the divine in all 
matter.  Around the 14th Century however, it became possible within western Christianity 
to conceive of a time outside sacred time.  the writings of theologians such as Duns Scotus 
and William of Ockham opened the possibility of understanding God as a remote will and 
authority acting on creation, as opposed to a divine acting from within and revealed through, 
creation.  it became possible to imagine the existence of something not divine, outside God’s 
desire for the cosmos, and therefore outside sacred time.  
 this possibility of considering something outside sacred time gave birth to the 
secular.  the root of the word comes from the latin saecularis which denotes the time of an 
age or generation.  A saeculum was a unit of time which measured the length of a human age, 
from the moment that something happened until the point in time that all people who had 
lived at that moment had died.  The secular defines a time distinct from sacred time, which is 
measured by human existence and mortality as opposed to divine renewal.   A secular society 
can be considered as one which exists according to a concept of time from the reference of a 
mortal perspective.  Secular time is separate from sacred time as it uses humanity’s lifespan 
as a reference point, as opposed to the divine.  the space of the secular is not tied up in the 
fulfillment of a divine meaning, but refers to the everyday actions of human experience.  It is 

figure 0.2  (across) 
Cross Section of Bay Street showing St. Basil’s 
Church (on the left) and surrounding fabric 

figure 0.3 (xiv) 
Bay Street, Toronto

figure 0.4 (xv)
St. Basil’s Church, Toronto
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by its nature,quotidian, from the latin quotus 
dies referring to “how many days”.  Days, 
months and years become the units of time in 
a saeculum, which stretches infinitely into the 
past or future without reference to a divine 
time.  
 Divine and secular time become two 
distinct narratives.  the story we tell of where 
we are, came from and are going is unique 
to each.  As the architectural theorist Paul 
ricoeur explores in his essay Architecture 
and Narrative, “recounted time gradually 
approaches constructed space – and vice versa 
– to the point where the idea of architectural 
narrative or of narrated architecture appears 
as the endpoint of a complex process of 
approximation.”1  the narrative of sacred 
and secular time begins to approximate the 
constructed experience and vice versa.  As 
ricoeur suggests, the world of the text is 
also the world of our own experience2. the 
split between a divine and secular time 
corresponds to a split between the experience 
of sacred and quotidian space.    
 this split is apparent in the fabric of 
our cities, and the design of sacred space or 
churches.  in exploring the cultural history 
of architecture, the architectural theorist 
Dalibor Vesely wrote that “what the book is 
to literacy, architecture is to culture”3, which 
is to say that the history of architecture 
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has always been concerned with creating 
conditions that support an experience, a way 
of life, and even a way of understanding 
ourselves in our relationships to each other 
and the wider cosmos.  these narratives 
move towards being synonymous with the 
experience of built form.  Because of this, the 
architecture of the sacred comes to embody 
a separate and distinct vision of the cosmos 
from the architecture of the quotidian.  this 
conflict challenges me to exist between two 
narratives, both sacred and quotidian space 
deprived of being whole.
 As an architect and citizen i desire to 
reconcile my personal voice with the city, to 
be whole, and to dwell in both as one.  Divine 
time, when deliberately separated and 
distinct from the everyday time of human 
experience, loses its meaning and relevance.  
it becomes an inward looking process of 
receiving a divine plan ex nihilo, abstract 
and numinous.  Deprived of connections to 
the everyday, the structure of sacred time 
cannot point the material world towards 
fulfillment.  This future becomes destructive 
and hollow, foreign from any of my day to 
day experiences.
 Similarly the city acquires a denuded 
existence for me, operating in a quotidian time 
without larger purpose or goal.  Qualities of 
economy, efficiency, and function respond to 
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our age’s questions more readily than questions of meaning, delight, or purpose.  the endless 
possibilities of quotidian time lose a sense of agency and purpose.  i desire to be reconciled.  
i desire to dwell between divine and secular time; to reconcile my beliefs in the divine with 
a secular time; to exist between sacred and quotidian space.  My architecture must preserve 
these aspects of dwelling.

Heidegger defines the act of dwelling, in the sense of our mortal stay on earth, as the 
fundamental act of Being.  Split between a sacred and quotidian space, my sense of Being 
is transient, always moving between narratives of divine and secular time.  in his essay 
‘Buidling, Dwelling, thinking’, he examines how building allows us to dwell.  Dwelling 
implies not only construction but inhabitation.  We “dwell” when we become connected with 
a “space”, and it becomes a recognizable “place.”  in the same manner as thinking, building 
acts to preserve structures of Being so that we may dwell4 .  Dwelling preserves the ‘simple 
oneness’ of earth and heaven, divine and mortal, the depth and breadth of our lives. 
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 this thesis explores one border in toronto between sacred and quotidian space.  
Architecture is a cultural expression of this split and an active participant in it.  i seek to 
build between this split, to reconcile time in the contemporary city as belonging both to the 
secular and sacred so as to create a place of dwelling, into which the earth and sky, divinities 
and mortals, can come together.  

“By a primal oneness the four – earth and sky, divinities and mortals – belong together 
in one.”

Earth is the serving bearer, blossoming and fruiting, spreading out in rock and water, 
rising up into plant and animal.  When we say earth, we are already thinking of the other 
three along with it, but we give no thought to the simple oneness of the four.

The sky is the vaulting path of the sun, the course of the changing moon, the wandering 
glitter of the stars, the year’s seasons and their changes, the light and dusk of day, the 
gloom and glow of night, the clemency and inclemency of the weather, the drifting clouds 
and blue depth of the ether.  When we say sky, we are already thinking of the other three 
along with it, but we give no thought to the simple oneness of the four.”

The divinities are the beckoning messengers of the godhead.  Out of the holy sway of the 
godhead, the god appears in his presence or withdraws in his concealment.  When we 
speak of the divinities, we are already thinking of the other three along with them, but we 
give no thought to the simple oneness of the four.

The mortals are the human beings..  They are called mortals because they can die.  To die 
means to be capable of death as death.  Only man dies, and indeed continually, as long 
as he remains on earth, under the sky, before the divinities.  When we speak of mortals, 
we are already thinking of the other three along with them, but we give no thought to the 
simple oneness of the four.”

-Heidegger
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 divine; the sacred
The divinities are the beckoning messengers of the godhead.  Out of the holy sway of the 

godhead, the god appears in his presence or withdraws in his concealment.  When we 
speak of the divinities, we are already thinking of the other three along with them, but we 

give no thought to the simple oneness of the four.
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§198, §200  the Cleansing of the temple 
Mk 11:15, Mt 21:12, Lk 19:45, Jn 2:13

12Then Jesus entered the temple and drove out all 
who were selling and buying in the temple, and 
he overturned the tables of the money changers 
and the seats of those who sold doves.

13He said to them, “It is written, ‘My house shall 
be called a house of prayer’; but you are making 
it a den of robbers.”

-Mt 21:12-13
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This narrative is found in all four of the gospels.  the synoptics place it at the 
start of the passion week, precipitating the death plots against Jesus, whereas John places it at the 
start of Jesus’ ministry to introduce Jesus’ confrontation with the Jewish authorities. in all four of 
the gospels, Jesus enters the temple in Jerusalem, and casts out several figures.  The four gospels 
each provide a unique list of those cast out; while luke only lists “those who were selling things 
there”, Mark and Matthew include those buying, money changers, and those who sold doves, 
while John expands the list to include all those who conduct business, and the sellers of sheep 
and cattle.  The temple grounds are being cleansed, but the question of what the gospel writers 
intended to cleanse, and for what purpose cleansing was needed is at the heart of this passage.

Cleansing or purification formed an integral part of Jewish tradition.  Purity implied 
being “free from any physical, moral, or ritual contamination”1.  While most often relating to 
the impurity of an individual, objects, spaces and communities also required purification.  Any 
defilement which represented a rebellion against God’s law would have needed a set of rites 
administered in order to be cleansed.  
 In the Johannine gospel, the author attaches an allusion to the resurrection in Jesus’ 
rebuttal to his critics: “destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up”.  The sacrifice of 
the crucifixion is juxtaposed against the animal sacrifices in the temple.  The doves, sheep, and 
cattle cast out would have all been for use within the temple as ritual sacrifice (an aspect of the 
rite of purification)2.  this image suggests an apocryphal aspect of the cleansing.
 While there is no doubt an allusion to the end of the Jewish sacrificial system in Christ, 
there are several other objects “cleansed” which are unaccounted for by this understanding.  the 
Johannine gospel objects to the temple as a “marketplace” from the Greek emporion meaning 
“house of business”3.  These figures were more associated with the temple’s role as a social, 
political and economic structure.
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 The quotation used by Jesus in casting out these figures from the temple is from Isaiah 
56:7 “for my house shall be called a house of prayer for all peoples”, and Jeremiah 7:11 “has 
this house, which is called by my name, become a den of robbers in your sight.”  Both of these 
passages deal with a definition of the sacredness of the Temple.  Isaiah grants foreigners and 
eunuchs access to the temple so long as they observe the Sabbath and rules of Jewish law, while 
Jeremiah emphasizes the exclusion of those who do not keep the Mosaic covenant (robbers).  the 
authors of Luke and Matthew, who used the gospel of Mark as a source, chose to exclude “for 
all nations” from the Isaiah passage.  The effect is to emphasize “a house of prayer” which is 
contrasted against the “robbers”of Jeremiah.  this suggests that Jesus is cleansing the temple of 
activities unsuited to prayer; “of all unsuited service of mammon.”4

 the organization of the temple included a large forecourt for the types of activities 
occurring in this passage.  the general populace only had access to the temple courts - the 
rest being reserved as the residence of God -which acted as a public building in a political and 
economic sense: “Because ancient israel even during the monarchy, was not a secular state, the 
temple played an integral role in the organization, legitimation, and administration of the national 
community.”5  

in this sense, “cleansing” implies a division of this structure.  there are activities not 
concerned with prayer which thereby do not have a role in a house of prayer.  in the act of 
cleansing, the gospel writers are suggesting an elimination of the social and economic aspects of 
the temple grounds, so that they may be purified for sacred purposes.
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Reflection

This space - made of stone, glass, wood and plaster, materials no different 
from any other space - evokes something wholly other.  Across an invisible line i 
become aware of the mystery present here.  i register light-sound-smell as before, 
but it now possesses an added dimension: light of colourful hues, sounds that 
reverberate, thick and heavy smells.  this is surely an appropriate place for “a 
house of prayer.”  it is not crowded by the haranguing voices of buyers, sellers and 
money changers.  
 Jesus’ bitter rage is nevertheless disturbing.   Can sanctuary be so exclusive?  
if the temple is truly set apart from unsuited activities, then are there aspects of my 
identity similarly unsuited?  Like the filtered light, amplified sounds, and masked 
smells, i sense my own self being separated out.   i identify with these agents of 
debate and negotiation, these money changers, buyers, and sellers.  they struggle 
to apply reason and order to the temple, exchanging those practical necessities.  
The experience of the ineffable presence of God is deeply sensual, and yet somehow 
missing.  The quotidian is always within.  I am left divided. 
 What is the nature of the sacred and what is its relationship to the quotidian?  
Is it possible to inhabit both?
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figure 1.1 Sections

St. Basil’s church is Toronto’s third oldest church.  
Located in the downtown core, the church and its 
associated office spaces are a part of St. Michael’s 
University College, affiliated with the University of 
Toronto.  St. Basil’s currently serves approximately 
3000 registered members across a wide demographic.

iv. Defining Sacred Space and Time

The Divine appears or withdraws in the built fabric of our cities.  Whether 
through material, social, or emotional singularity, we somehow register the sacredness of a 
space.   However, defining what makes a space sacred and the act of constructing sacredness, 
is fraught with complexities.  Not only are sacred spaces contested spaces, often appropriated 
by different groups with different understandings of the space, but they as a whole suffer 
an increasing amount of neglect in contemporary culture.  even though the role of religion 
is drastically changing in a secular society, communities continue to appropriate and define 
sacred spaces in their lives.  Certainly this includes churches, temples, and mosques, but 
also extends to cultural icons, the sanctuary of the home, or the geography of the land itself.  
inscribing the sacred into our built environment continues to be an act fundamental to our 
identity and humanity: “the sacred has been and continues to be a powerful cognitive space 
in the landscape of the imagination.”6  Defining a working understanding of how the sacred 
is manifested in architecture, and a hermeneutics for reading and working with it, is therefore 
necessary.
 One of the first challenges in defining sacred space is recognizing its instability.  
As the architectural historian louis Nelson discusses, there are many forces involved in 
an understanding of the sacred, and we must avoid “the common misconception among 
designers that the genesis of sacred meaning is found in the design process and that an 
architectural form can itself be sacred.”7  this process of inscribing meaning over time 
demonstrates the spacio-temporal process by which sacred space is created and grows8.
 Sacred space registers memories, identities and beliefs of the community, the 
cultural context, the institutional voice, and the designer.  Architectural forms and spatial 
relationships act as placeholders of these narratives.  Over time some of these forms can 
become established symbols, universally understood as sacred; a steeple, vaulted roof, or 
stained glass all help to inscribe sacredness through their iconic status.  however, it is the 
content of these inscriptions and the many specific elements unique to a particular space 
which characterize the sacred.  Kieckehefer’s uses the idea of Theology in Stone to title his 
seminal work on an understanding of sacred architecture.  this idea implies that the content of 
belief can be inscribed and read in architectural elements.  Kieckehefer argues that “entering 
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SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B

into a church is a metaphor for entering 
into a shared world of symbolic narratives 
and meanings, somewhat like entering into 
a story and discovering the richness and 
internal coherence of its structure.”9 Sacred 
architecture tries to embody and preserve 
these narratives in built form. 

in the case of St. Basil’s Church 
(figure 1.1), the space is organized around 
a longitudinal axis.  the long procession 
towards and away from the centering focus 
of the altar, tabernacle and cross create what 
Kiekehefer calls a ‘kinematic dynamism.’  
Movement along this axis co-ordinates the 
narrative structure of the space through its 
strong directionality.  Viewing the church 
across its short axis (section B-B) one is 
entirely focused on the altar of sacrifice.  
Along this axis of movement (section A-A) 
stained glass windows, stations of the cross, 
small shrines and statues give definition to 
this journey.  these elements layer images 
and symbols onto movement which is both 
general (depictions of biblical passages) and 
specific to the site (patron saints, shrines to 
the founder).  these elements act to generate 
narratives which define the sacred.
 these narratives are cosmological, 
incorporating memory, identity and belief.   
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figure 1.2
St. Basils has radically changed since its founding 
in 1856 as a boys college.  Built on Clover Hill, 
a farm north of the city, the church and college 
sat amidst a bucolic landscape.  The Terauley St. 
extension of 1923 (now Bay St.) annexed part of 
the property incorporating the church and college 
into the downtown core of a busy city.  

1856 1885

these terms can be understood in their close relationship to time as they act to place the 
material world into sacred time.  the role of memory is to preserve narratives of origin 
relevant to the present and future.  Identity reflects a momentary snapshot of a particular 
present condition in the context of its past and future.  Belief relates the hoped for or promised 
future to the present and creates a continuous progression with memory.  this cosmological 
narrative incorporating memory, identity and belief, relates the material world to the sacred.  
By reifying memory, identity and belief in sacred architecture, the material world becomes 
positioned in the narrative of sacred time10.

A sacred space in the Christian tradition therefore is one which reifies, both physically 
and conceptually, qualities of memory, identity and belief, or in other words, past, present 
and future.   Important to this definition is that these aspects relate the social, political, and 
cultural aspects of a mortal, physical world, through time, to an immortal, ineffable reality 
of the holy.  St. Basil’s church in its evolution from a private college to a public worship space 
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1923 1971

reveals the changing cultural and social roles of groups in relation to 
the holy (figure 1.2).  
 As a school, separate entrances for teachers, students and 
the wider community created a hierarchy of space and access (1885, 
1923).  Alterations to the altar  (1971) reveal the changing role of the 
community.  important to understanding the sacred is how these 
changes alter experiences of the ‘holy.’  This secondary reality is often 
difficult to discuss, it is by its nature ineffable.  In Rudolph Otto’s book 
The Idea of the Holy this is investigated.  Otto uses the term ‘numinous’ 
to encapsulate it.  it is beyond the idea of ‘the good’ and implies an 
“overplus of meaning...’the holy’ minus its moral factor or ‘moment’, 
and ...’minus’ its ‘rational’ aspect all together.”11

For contemporary sacred space, the numinous holds 
particular importance.  the numinous has become the single 
most important aspect of sacred space as it is experienced and 
interpreted.  the narratives inscribed in sacred space, which relate 
the mortal world through time to the holy, have been reduced in 
importance.  Feelings of awe, majesty, or mystery have become 
the limited vocabulary of the sacred.  the architectural experience 
of the numinous is the one which most will react to and identify 
as primal to their understanding of the sacred.  how this 
understanding of sacred space has affected the built landscape of 
both sacred and quotidian spaces is worthy of greater reflection.
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figure 1.3.
The organization of St. Basil’s church models a lin-
ear path.  The church architect Rudolph Schwarz 
in his book The Church Incarnate entitles this 
model the Sacred Journey:

“a world which has already ceased to 
be sheltered and sheltering space turns 
into the path leading toward the goal 
which lies ‘ahead.’” 

The main sanctuary is placed in the inbetween 
on a strong vector.  The community gathers on 
a journey towards a projected future in the cross 
and tabernacle which are placed at the end of the 
vertex.  These elements suggest a destination be-
yond.  Time is modeled as a linear progression to-
wards an eventual sacred time.   The architectonic 
structure models a theological interpretation of 
time - our time as an inbetween after the fall and 
before the second coming. 

v. interpreting Sacred Space

In seeking to read sacred space, its changes and its meaning, three interpretive 
models have been proposed – one generated within comparative religions, another in 
aesthetic theory, and a third in the dynamics of relationship.  each seeks to read how the 
artifacts and experiences of the everyday become related to the narrative of sacred time.  
All three differ however, in the elements they use to register this process.    Eliade’s book 
Sacred and the Profane  sees sacred space as having universal elements, communicating 
ontological truths about the relationship between the world and the cosmos.  the structures 
of sacred time are modeled metaphorically in the  architectural form.   Kiekehefer’s book 
Theology in Stone explores symbolic and aesthetic impact in communicating the sacred.  
As the symbols, colours, and experience of the architectural space shift through time in 
sequence or juxtaposition, a living theology can be discerned.  Finally, Jean Kilde’s essay 
Reading Megachurches12 suggests sacredness can be determined through an examination 
of  relationships.  individuals’ movement and interactions with each other in sacred space 
correlate to spatial narratives supported by the architecture.   each model of interpretation 
helps explain how architecture supports, inscribes, and communicates sacred space.
 One of the most often cited texts in the discussion and construction of sacred space 
is Micrea eliade’s Sacred and The Profane.  the text originates from the study of comparative 
religions and argues for a common ontological truth to the human conception and expression 
of the sacred.  Through a wide survey of religions, beliefs and practices, Eliade attempts to 
demonstrate a uniformity in sacred space.   Eliade identifies the symbolic structures of the 
axis mundi, an upward axis which affixes the divine to a particular location, and the imago 
mundi, which models the world around that divine encounter.  the axis mundi creates a 
fixed centre to those inhabiting the world of the sacred allowing “communication with the 
gods”13 and the act of fixing it is “akin to creation”14.  Around this axis, therefore, sacred 
space models a new reality or existence in the world for ‘sacred man’.  “the sacred reveals 
absolute reality and at the same time makes orientation possible; hence it founds the world 
in the sense that it fixes the limits and establishes the order of the world.”15   

these elements model a formal structure of the sacred.  it assumes that however 
sacred space is adorned or inhabited, it has an underlying order and organization which acts 
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figure 1.4

St. Basil’s church changes on a daily, weekly and 
yearly calendar.  The changing qualities of light, 
colour, sound, and symbol are integral to the experi-
ence of a sacred time.

Mass times throughout the week create a cylce of ac-
tivity throughout the day.  Weekend masses are broad-
cast on a local Television station, altering the lighting 
and sound of the church for recording purposes.  A 
yearly cycle of festivals forms the liturgical seasons 
which move between ordinary time, preparation sea-
sons (advent, lent) and festival seasons (christmas, 
epiphany, easter).  Liturical vestments, and decora-
tions correspond to this yearly cycle in their themes 
and colours creating a seasonal rhythm.

as a universal model of the relationship between the sacred and everyday.  the axis mundi 
and imago mundi are geometric ordering principles which define the sacred.  Interpreting 
metaphorical structures helps to interpret the meaning of sacred space.  Defining the 
structure of sacred time (and how the material world is caught up in it) through an identical 
architectural structure, creates a direct analogy.  this hermeneutic looks to interpret the 
ordering and arrangement of sacred architecture as an analogy for the  order in the theology 
(figure 1.3).  Such a hermeneutic sees sacredness manifested in objects and materials 
which are supposed to communicate an alternative reality, or evoke specific memories of 
divine communication, creation, and sacred orientation.   the drawback of this method is 
the application of a universal conception to all sacred spaces.  inevitably this alienates the 
individual nature of sacred space, and the variations that do occur.  As Nelson explains, 
“The importance of the periphery in the making of multiple or even conflicting religious 
meanings, the possibility of sacred meanings dislocated from worship of the divine, and the 
role of human agency in the construction of the sacred have little room in Eliade’s model.”16

 One of the most common models for understanding sacred space is also one of the most 
historic.   Sacred space (and sacredness) can be interpreted through the platonic association 
with beauty17.  Kieckhefer’s chapter ‘aesthetic impact’ in his book Theology in Stone notes that 
“beauty is the only symbol we humans can devise that illuminates the transcendent.”18  this 
hermeneutic relates sensory impact to theology, and is fundamentally a phenomenological 
reading of sacred space.  height, light, acoustics, materials, texture and colour all help to 
communicate meaning.  the unique or beautiful creates emotional responses of awe, mystery, 
humility or comfort. how these sensory impacts change according to time incorporates them 
into a narrative.  the sequence, juxtaposition, and intensity of these responses help discern a 
theology.  

the phenomenological changes in sacred space over time help to connect the 
sensations of the material world to a narrative of sacred time.  the liturgical season and its 
cycle of festivals, colours, symbols and related objects associate the everyday passage of time 
to a sacred meaning(figure 1.4).  Even at the scale of a single day, the changing sounds and 
light of a church are indicators of a connection between the material and sacred time.   this 
hermeneutic responds to the physiological aspects of sacred space.  the sensory responses 
and their affective sensations define an order and program.  The nature of these affective 
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responses however, remain cultural constructs - the idea of beauty, for instance.  they are 
as much a reflection of the subjective individual as the theology, and it is often difficult to 
distinguish which is the more compelling.  These ideas shift and change so radically that it 
can become difficult to clearly interpret sacred space

Jeanne Kilde’s article Reading Megachurches, discusses another hermeneutical method 
adapted to reading contemporary megachurches which may have less formal ordering 
structures and more generic qualities.  its methods however, seem relevant and applicable 
to all sacred space.  Kilde interprets the sacred based on the dynamics of relationship.  For 
Kilde, the necessary components of sacred space, the “creed, or beliefs and doctrines; code, 
or ethical and moral strictures; and cultus, ritual practices”19 can be read in the relationships 
between the powers of the individual, social, and divine.  the powers given to each of these 
figures, and the way the architecture enables that power in the relationships, adds to an 
understanding of the creed, code and cultus (figure 1.5).  Kilde describes the emphasis given 
to circulation and rapid movement of individuals in the contemporary Megachurch having 
“ramifications with respect to the individual religious experience of members, specifically in 
defining a sense of personal power that an individual may experience within these buildings.”  
This sense of power effectively communicates and makes present a contemporary theology 
of the evangelical church20.    

Kilde is suggesting that the relationships supported by the architecture can 
be representative of the theology of a sacred space.  the spatial dynamics of movement 
describe a sequence of relationships.  Just as the changing of the liturgical space through 
time revealed phenomenological changes, personal movement through time sets up a series 
of relationships revealing a theology.  Thus this method seeks to find meaning not only in 
the architecture, but in the relationships it allows to its occupants.  Built form can facilitate 
or inhibit these movements.  It becomes difficult however, to fully predict what relationships 
these movements may generate.  Assembling can be interpreted as both a collective gathering 
and a ‘herding’.  Relying on subjective experience, the affective response to relationships are 
ever changing.

each hermeneutic provides insights into the creation of the sacred in architecture.  
While the focus for each is unique - be it iconic representations, material experience, or 
relationships - all three methods help explain how sacred space is registered.  these methods 
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figure 1.5.1 (top)
The relationships between individuals in the cycle of 
movements which form the rituals of St. Basils’ church 
reveal a theology.

A gathering for mass at St. Basil’s creates a large 
group oriented equidistantly from each other, along a 
common axis.  The community along with a leader who 
stands apart, progress along this central axis.

figure 1.5.2 (bottom)
Smaller shrines and the stations of the cross located 
on the periphery of the sanctuary create a secondary 
sequence of motions.  This path is a cyclical, personal 
journey which consists of an individual walking pri-
vately, following a visiual narrative.  The path is both 
personal and communal as the path and narrative are 
integral to the community as a whole.

help to enlighten the meaning of sacred 
spaces.  What becomes immediately apparent 
through all three models is that while 
theologies and communities widely differ, 
sacred space acts to preserve a relationship 
between the material and the holy.  the 
presence of the holy in some ways provides 
the key evidence for distinguishing between 
a sacred space and a ‘grand space.’21
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figure 1.6  Chapel at Holy Rosary Complex, Trahan 
Architects.

figure 1.7  Chapel of St. Ignatius, Stephen Holl Ar-
chitects, 

figure 1.8  Church of Light, Tadao Ando.

vi. the Numinous

Sacred space acts as the locus for many cultural, political and social concepts.  
What differentiates it so clearly from other buildings laden with these significances is the 
presence of an indescribable experience of the holy. in his book The Idea of the Holy, Otto tries 
to define the sensation, cause, and effect of the numinous.  It is an emotional response which 
is both an indefinable feeling as well as a common experience towards certain stimuli.  Otto 
labels this feeling ‘creature feeling’ and describes it as “the emotion of a creature, submerged 
and overwhelmed by its own nothingness in contrast to that which is supreme above all 
creatures”22. 
 in order to describe the ‘cause’ of this feeling and the qualities which manifest it, 
Otto describes the numinous as the “mysterium tremendum”:  an overpowering experience 
of mystery.  the tremendous nature of this experience is similar to the sublime and can 
manifest itself as an awefulness, majesty or urgency.23  these qualities necessarily terrify, 
amaze, or inspire.  it is in response to something mysterious, and wholly other, that these 
qualities express the numinous.  

Determining the means of expressing these qualities, Otto acknowledges, is indefinite: 
“there is, of course, no ‘transmission’ of it in the proper sense of the word; it cannot be 
‘taught’ it must be ‘awakened’ from the spirit.”24  the numinous in art it must be induced, 
incited or aroused; it cannot be expressed symbolically or metaphorically.  the experience 
of miraculousness, astonishment, or grandeur, all point to the ‘Other’, ineffable character of 
reality.  The arts have always held a fascination with the numinous, and Otto recognizes the 
relative success of architecture in capturing this sense throughout history: 

“in the arts nearly everywhere the most effective means of representing the 
numinous is ‘the sublime’.  This is especially true of architecture, in which it 
would appear to have first been realized.  One can hardly escape the idea that 
this feeling for expression must have begun to awaken far back in the remote 
Megalithic Age.  The motive underlying the erection of those gigantic blocks 
of rock, hewn or unworked, single monoliths or titanic rings of stone, as at 
Stonehenge...”25
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figure 1.6

figure 1.7
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figure 1.9  St. Basils Inteior, 1907
Prior to the enclosure of the ceiling, light poured in 
from above.

figure 1.10 St. Basils, Interior. 2008
A Shrine at the end of the west aisle.

Otto’s description of the numinous however, always recognizes it as deeply concerned 
with our experience of reality.   ‘Creature feeling’ is an affective response, but for Otto it 
is necessarily an objective rather then personal feeling: the numinous is the object outside 
the self which is the necessary cause of this feeling.  Otto maintains that the numinous 
always relates back to the material,  revealing the sacred in the material.   In Otto’s example 
of the numinous in architecture, the gigantic blocks of Stonehenge reveal the  sublime in 
astronomical movements and temporal cycles.  These natural phenomena do not alone define 
the ‘wholly other’ but are attempts to connect the numinous to its reality present in physical 
objects.  According to Otto, the numinous is a unification of the subjective experience and 
objective understanding expressed in sacred space.   

Contemporary sacred architecture however, has seen a division in this unitive aspect 
of the sacred.   Twenty-six years after The Idea of the Holy, and written from the perspective of 
comparative religions rather than theology, Mircea eliade recognizes the numinous, as well 
as a wholly other world not connected to the sacred.  in The Sacred and Profane (1959),  sacred 
space is wholly other, the “opposite of the profane,”26 which modern man can be either in 
or out of.  For eliade, the numinous  sensation can be independent of a social or cultural 
narrative, depending on a personal viewpoint: the ‘homo-religiousus’ is a distinct way of 
‘being.’ 

the impact of ‘the Sacred and Profane’ was immense.  the text remains one of the most 
often cited works in the discussion of contemporary sacred space.   The effect of Eliade’s text 
was to emphasize the affective sensation of mysterium tremendum of Otto’s numinous without 
its connection to a reality present in physical objects.  the reality of the ‘homo-religiousus’ 
was distinct and separate.  this served to understate the objective material implications of 
the numinous and emphasize the subjective emotional response.  

This understanding of the numinous represents a significant design element in 
contemporary sacred space and part of an ongoing relationship between sacred space and 
a secular society.  The expression of an ineffable which is unconnected to a social or cultural 
narrative plays a dominant role in the contemporary language of sacred space.  recent projects 
including Stephen holl’s St. ignatius Chapel (1997), tadao Ando’s Church of the light (1988) 
and trahan architects Chapel at the holy rosary Complex (2004)27 all demonstrate this 
proliferation of a sacred space which focuses on the numinous. the architectural language of 
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figure 1.9
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these spaces therefore becomes intent on expressing the sublime moment of religious feeling 
rather than narratives of memory identity and belief.
 It is no surprise therefore that all three projects attempt to use form and light to create 
dramatic moments of awe.  each uses forms to bring light into the sacred space from unusual 
directions or unexpected ways.  Light becomes a powerful tool for expressing the ineffable of 
the sacred.  While trahan and Ando’s churches are relatively stark, holl uses colours to give 
the light varying emotional qualities.  each sacred space moulds light and form to generate 
a sublime experience.  Form and light become remade from their quotidian expression, into 
ineffable experiences of something ‘other.’

the result of these designs is a remarkable tuning of the edge conditions for these 
spaces. All three projects have physically massive walls or roofs.  At points, the chapel walls 
at the Holy Rosary Complex are over one meter thick allowing light to reflect down and 
apparently glow from the chiseled concrete.  the added depth of the elaborate roof at St. 
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ignatius’ Chapel becomes necessary to give the light subtle colour variations.  in each case, 
the distinction between the numinal and the everyday aspects of light is moderated by a 
thick edge.  the presence of light is by its nature an expression of the everyday, we are 
deeply connected to the direction, colour and intensity of light as the sun rises and sets.  
these spaces alter this experience by changing these properties in unexpected ways.  the 
mystical property of light is given precedent.   the edges of contemporary sacred space 
become powerful moments for dividing and distinguishing the sacred and profane.  
 the sacred in contemporary culture can be closely associated with the emotional 
content of the numinous.  the experience of a profound sense of otherness becomes a 
defining element of the sacred.  It manifests itself in the sense of filtering, as edges are used to 
transition light, movement, and experience from the profane to the sacred.  Understanding 
the role of edges in expressing the numinous reveals contemporary sacred space as one 
shaped by filtering and exclusion, informed by, but at the same time separate and distinct 
from, the quotidian.

SECTION A

SECTION B

SECTION C

SECTION D

figure 1.11
Sections across St. Basil’s Church 
investigate the architectural element 
of the edge 
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figure 1.12 Plan of Chapel of St. Ignatius, 
Stephen Holl Architects.  Interior of cha-
pel (bottom left), view of entrance (bot-
tom right)

figure 1.12

vii. the edge

The architectural element 
of the edge in contemporary sacred space acts 
to reinforce the division between the qualities 
and realities of the ‘in’ and ‘out’.  The effect 
is to generate a border between sacred and 
quotidian space.  edges act to exclude and 
separate that which is deemed not important 
to the internal or external reality.  in this 
manner, the numinous becomes an abstract, 
personal experience of the sacred, distinct 
from the rest of the world.  there are several 
methods however, of expressing the border.  
While each presents a different relationship 
between the sacred and quotidian, in each 
case the effect of the edge is to separate and 
distinguish between the two.

As Stephen holl’s Chapel of St. 
ignatius illustrates, one of the clearest 
methods of generating the edge is by defining 
a strict border which filters and excludes.  
the sacred becomes the wholly other. it 
is a mystical experience of leaving the 
quotidian and entering the divine. exterior 
relationships to the physical being of the 
world are masked, blurred or reinterpreted 
to overlay a supernatural reality. these 
moments become internalized experiences 
of the mystical in an effort to construct a 
phenomenological experience of the other. 
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Figure 1.13

The Narthex and bell tower was constructed be-
tween 1885 and 1892.  This addition to the church 
formalized the entrance sequence.  The Bell tower, 
marks the start of a progession up, through a series 
of portals, past the holy water fonts and into the 
main sanctuary.

The Narthex becomes host to a series of community 
related functions, including mingling, information 
pamplets and community bulletin boards.
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figure 1.14. Siteplan, Cathedral of Our Lady  of the An-
gels, Rafael Moneo.  Exterior view from street (bottom 
left), cathedral interior (bottom right)

figure 1.13
thresholds become abrupt; one is either in 
the sacred or the profane. Within the sacred, 
the edge reinterprets elements which pass 
through, rendering them as supernatural 
elements. light, sound and movement 
acquire new meanings wholly separate 
from their being on the outside.  the edge 
condition of such sacred spaces creates a 
dichotomous relationship between the sacred 
and quotidian.

Often however, edges are not nearly 
so clearly defined.  In the case of Rafael 
Moneo’s Cathedral of Our lady of the Angels, 
a generous amount of community gathering 
space is provided.  the entrance and exit 
to the church participates in a ritualized 
movement through a courtyard, which acts 
as a mediator to the street.  this space is 
analogous to an extremely generous narthex 
or lobby.  the architectonic expression is 
one of balance between a sacred space and a 
community space.  however, the community 
space is only a representation of the quotidian 
beyond.  the quotidian world is provided 
an analogous semi-sacred field in which the 
sacred is placed. the relationship between 
the courtyard and the street is strictly defined 
by a stone wall. the site gives space over to 
both the sacred and a limited version of the 
quotidian. two sets of thresholds, one between 
the site and the world, the other between the 
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figure 1.15

In 1965 the previously exposed ceiling beams were 
enclosed.  The light from the dormer windows was 
blocked off, although the roof remained largely un-
changed (minor repairs).

The new plaster ceiling helped to lower building 
maintenance costs by easing the heating load.  It 
also generated a significant volume of space be-
tween the existing roof and new ceiling.
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figure 1.15 Plan of the Church of the 
Incarnation, Stephen Teeple Archi-
tects.  Interior view from movable al-
tar (bottom left),view from the narthex 
to the sanctuary (bottom right)

figure 1.16 sacred and the site, act independently. While 
the latter may act to overlay meaning, the 
former is a line individualizing the site.   the 
edge condition becomes a hierarchical one 
which defines a sacred space, a ‘controlled’ 
quotidian, and everyday world beyond. 

increasingly, we are also seeing sacred 
space spontaneously generated in quotidian 
space through sociological demarcation 
where sacred architecture is almost non-
existent.  this is the rather recent phenomena 
of mega-churches in auditoria, stadiums, 
malls and theatres where the sacredness is 
temporarily created by the event.  Stephen 
teeple’s Church of the incarnation produces 
an entirely flexible plan.  Sacred space can 
be quickly changed into several forms, 
which the architecture equally supports.  A 
homogeneity of sacred and quotidian space 
leads to an equivalency, where every space 
has the possibility for sacrality. through 
social convention or assigned function a 
space can acquire sacredness. there is no 
transition required as all space is freely open 
to its surrounding influences. Thresholds 
become thin or unnecessary in an attempt 
to eliminate any division. this lack of edge 
allows cultural, political or economic forces 
to enter freely, resulting in typologies more 
similar to community centres, or shopping 
malls.  the result is an edge which exists in 
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figure 1.17
As a protective measure for the valuable 
stained glass, the windows of St. Basil’s 
were modified in 1973.  As the city built up 
around the church, increased foot traffic ne-
cessitated a response.

In front of the existing stained glass, a sheet 
of plexiglass, and another clear glass frame 
were installed.  The total width of the succes-
sive layers is approximately 80mm. 
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the social agreement.  One either participates 
in the community and recognizes the sacred 
or does not.  there is no architectonic 
expression of the relationship between sacred 
and everyday.  the edge condition becomes 
a nihilistic one which defines space as a 
technical reality, and the sacred as a social 
convention.  

the role of the edge in shaping 
contemporary sacred space is a powerful 
one.  Architectural expressions of a divide 
between the sacred and quotidian express 
an understanding of the numinous which is 
abstract and subjective.  the qualities of the 
ineffable become the dominant expression 
of the sacred.  this results in a sacred which 
becomes relativistic, cut off from the world 
and only concerned with personal experience.    
this is a problematic condition for sacred 
architecture.  Architecture treated as abstract 
personal vision lacks a communicative 
role.  Sacred space requires an architectonic 
language which overcomes the subjective 
in order to incorporate qualities of memory, 
identity and belief.  the contemporary 
architectural treatment of the edge diminishes 
the ability of sacred space to express social, 
political, and cultural narratives.   Sacred 
space fundamentally requires a threshold 
across the border to the quotidian as it 
participates in the pursuit of meaning.
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figure 1.18
A ramp was constructed to the basement beneath St. 
Basils church in 1973 connecting the parking lot to 
the church basement. The ramp not only improves 
accessibility to the lower level, but provides direct 
access for the church hall and its related community 
functions.

The church hall hosts a variety of service programs 
including an “Out of the Cold” program provid-
ing food and overnight shelter, as well as a “Food 
Bank”    
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 mortal;  the quotidian
The mortals are the human beings.  They are called mortals because they can die.  To die 
means to be capable of death as death.  Only man dies, and indeed continually, as long 
as he remains on earth, under the sky, before the divinities.  When we speak of mortals, 

we are already thinking of the other three along with them, but we give no thought to the 
simple oneness of the four.
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the Wedding at Cana 
Jn 2:1

1On the third day there was a wedding in Cana 
in Galilee, and the mother of Jesus was there.  

2Jesus and his disciples were also invited to the 
wedding.  3When the wine ran short, the mother 
of Jesus said to him, ‘They have no wine’ 

4Jesus said to her ‘woman, how does your con-
cern affect me? My hour has not yet come.’  5His 
mother said to the servers, ‘do whatever he tells 
you’...

9And when the headwaiter tasted the water that 
had become wine, without knowing where it 
came from...the headwaiter called the bridegroom 
10and said to him, ‘Everyone serves good wine 
first, and then when people have drunk freely, 
an inferior one; but you have kept the good wine 
until now.’  

-Jn 2:1-10
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The narrative of the wedding at Cana is unique to the Johannine gospel.  immediately 
following the revelation of Jesus’ messianic identity by John the Baptist, the gospel of John depicts 
seven scenes which assert the mission of Christ.  The wedding at Cana is the first of these, and 
represents the first miracle of Jesus in the Johannine account.  Jesus is depicted as a wedding 
guest who secretly replenishes exhausted wine supplies by converting water in several jugs.  it is 
notable in its apprehensive and cautious display of Jesus’ supernatural abilities.  the reluctance 
to display power and the commonplace nature of this first miracle stand in contrast to the other 
miracles in the gospel.

There are several aspects to this first miracle which emphasize its sacred intention and 
link it to the themes of the other miracles depicted.  In the first sentence the gospel writer has 
emphasized the “third day”, a divine numerology which may denote a sacred act.1  The jars filled 
with water turned to wine are the ritual purification jars used in Jewish tradition for cleansing.  
The act of refilling them suggests a replacement of the source of purification.  New wine is often 
used as a metaphor for Christ, and the act of replacing a traditional Jewish rite with an allusion 
to Christ is consistent with John’s gospel.  Jesus also refers to his “hour,” foreshadowing the 
passion.2
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 What differentiates this passage from the rest of the miracles within the gospel are the 
elements which suggest apprehension, and the quotidian nature of the miracle.  When confronted 
by Mary, Jesus’ reply is ambiguous: “how does your concern affect me?”  This phrase is more 
directly translated as “what to me and to you, woman” and could represent the hebrew expression 
“ma-li walak”, which does carry “overtones of refusal, or at least unwillingness to get involved3.  
The gospel writer has evoked a sense of reluctance in this first miracle.

Moreover all of the signs of sacred power are left cryptic and unexplained.  Jesus’ reference 
to the ‘hour’ is completely unintelligible without prior knowledge of the death and resurrection.  
his actions remain anonymous to the wedding guests, and no teaching or parable follows to 
explain the significance of the act.  The purpose of converting water to wine, however miraculous, 
is not used as a sign, but fulfills the mundane need of a wedding celebration.  
 The author of the gospel has depicted the first sign of power by Jesus not in divine glory, 
confidence, or power.  The sacred is reluctantly introduced, cautiously and anonymously into 
a quotidian place.  there seems to be an implicit recognition of the challenge in introducing 
the sacred into the quotidian which foreshadows the eventual rejection and crucifixion in John’s 
gospel.
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Reflection

it is the mundanity of this miracle which captures my imagination.  it is 
supernatural and yet outwardly ordinary. What should be a trumpeting sign from 
God is hidden.  
 i wander down the avenues and boulevards of the city, a plurality of 
cultures, ideas, and beliefs   the street however, with its endless squares of concrete 
and walls of glass, remains neutral.  It is cleansed of the possible significance of 
‘meaning’ or ‘purpose’ in order to preserve neutrality over these vague terms.
 i identify with Jesus in this passage, hesitant and unsure about the role of 
the divine in the everyday.  Does God really have a place here?  What role does 
faith play in informing my actions?  I speak with trepidation, wondering whether 
the expression of my self impedes the expression of another, wondering if it’s my 
place to let God into the everyday.  the miraculous appearance of wine seems to 
the world only a pleasant surprise.  it is not explained, revealed, or repeated.  it 
remains an anonymous and private miracle.  I find no place to let the richness of 
my personal wonder enter the forum of the quotidian. 
 What is the nature of the quotidian and what role does my spiritual self 
play in this shared forum?  Is it possible to express my faith in the secular city?
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iv. defining the quotidian

The quotidian is the space of mortals; it lives and dies with us, changing with 
the seasons, the built fabric which fills our life.  Since the advent of secularism in western 
culture it has been possible to conceive of a time outside sacred time – a quotidian space and 
time.  Christian sacred time orients an individual and culture within a temporal structure 
wherein position and direction are defined towards messianic fulfillment.  Exterior to this 
structure is the everyday experience of the secular.  the secular denotes the experience of a 
contrasting temporal framework, one which is measured not by a narrative of past present 
and future, but by a focus on the time of the ‘now’.  the time of the quotidian is not tied up 
in the fulfillment of a divine meaning, but stretches infinitely into the past or future through 
individual moments. Quotidian space therefore, is the space of the secular.  

Cities, streets and public spaces are often referred to as ‘secular’ spaces.  The concept 
of secularism has become a central issue in defining the everyday spaces of our lives, as 
opposed to private ‘sacred’ spaces.  the Bouchard-Taylor Commission (2008) explored the 
cultural practices of secularism4 in the Canada’s culture and its Charter of rights and 
Freedoms as “a straightforward, unequivocal principle that prescribes the separation of 
Church and State, State neutrality and, by extension, the confinement of religious practice to 
the private sphere.”5  the space of the secular is understood as the public and shared space of 
the city.  As the report suggests, however, the idea of the public has multiple meanings: “the 
first meaning of public, a legacy of Roman antiquity, concerns society overall in contrast with 
what affects private citizens.”6  What is defined as public in this sense are the institutions and 
forces which serve society.  Another meaning of ‘public’ “originated in the 18th century: it 
refers to as public what is open, transparent and accessible, as opposed to what is secret or of 
limited access.”7  Under this definition, anything that is available to everyone is considered 
public.  It is by this second definition that secular space is often understood as the absence of 
all sacred artifacts or reference from the shared space of the city.  
 Parking lots, sidewalks, streets, and public places are all considered to be secular 
spaces (figure 2.1).  There is the perception that in these spaces the sacred is not present.  
however as taylor explores in his book The Secular Age, the experience of the absence of 
belief is difficult to define.  Taylor chooses to look at secularity in three ways: (1) a type 
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1. St. Basils Church
2. Odette Hall
3. Parking Lot
4. Public Square
5. Parking Booth
6. Condo Tower
7. Bay St.
8. St. Mary St.
9.  St. Joseph St.
10. Entrance to St. Basil’s
11. Office Tower
12. Sorbara Hall

figure 2.1

We typically associate the secular city with any 
space that is availabe to everybody.  The streets, 
public spaces, sidewalks are the everyday spaces of 
our lives. 

The property surrounding St. Basil’s church along 
Bay St. is one of the last remaining open sites along 
Bay St. and is the largest.  Surrounding this park-
ing lot and unused green space are sidewalks, Bay 
St. and a public square to the east.
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of belief and practice which is retreating in public space; (2) a type of belief and practice 
which is in regression; (3) a type of belief and practice whose conditions in this age are being 
examined.  Taylor reveals that secularity understood in terms of definitions (1) & (2) is often 
difficult to track.  Public expressions of belief and practice flourish in new and different ways.  
Moreover, the task of measuring belief by church attendance is problematic as it doesn’t 
actually demonstrate the presence or lack of belief.  is it really possible to measure the levels 
of belief along our sidewalks and public spaces?  Taylor instead examines the conditions of 
belief in the contemporary age which are undergoing change.  the focus of taylor’s analysis 
is that the contemporary age is unique in its lack of uniformity of belief , and the awareness 
and freedom of the possibility of a multitude of beliefs (including no beliefs at all)8.  the 
space of the secular is one whose structures present this freedom and unlimited possibility. 

this understanding of secular space  is deeply entwined with the notion of time.  the 
latin root of the term secular saecularis, denotes the time of an age or generation.  A saeculum 
was a unit of time measured from an historic moment until the point in time that all people 
who had lived at that moment had died .  early roman culture believed that each civilization 
was allotted a specific number of saeculum.  The term is similar to the contemporary notion 
of a generation which has specific characteristics and is defined by cultural events such as 
“Gen-X” or “Gen-Y”.  it is related to experience and measured in terms of human existence.  
Generations are not measured by the progression along a  meta-narrative but by the changing 
nature of experience.  human lifespans are used as a reference point as opposed to a divine 
plan.
 The measurement of time through the reference to human lifespans uses a different 
unit of measurement.  Christian sacred time places humanity in a middle time, after the fall 
from grace and before the eventual return.  Secular time is defined according to human time 
and stretches forwards and backwards measured in intervals of seconds, minutes, hours, 
days, or years. The experiences and moments which occupy these intervals define their 
passage.  Secular time is therefore quotidian in nature.  the quotidian is concerned with 
the  passage of these measured units of time.  Quotidian time presents an absolute freedom 
of possibility.  time is not working its way from a past destination towards a future one.  
the measurement of time in equivalent units of seconds, minutes, hours or days allows 
an infinite sequence of experiences.  Taylor’s understanding of the secular, as a freedom of 
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figure 2.2 (next page)

The quotidian is the space of the ‘now’  Its temporal 
zone is the moment.  The shared ground of the city is 
the one which exists in this quotidian time.

Photographs of Bay St. through the course of one day 
reveal the architectural experience of the quotidian.  

possibility of belief, is preserved in a temporal understanding of the secular.  Quotidian time 
is our time, and its space is the space of the everyday, the shared ground of the city.  
 Quotidian space can be considered the fabric that wraps around and joins the various 
defined spaces of the city: streets, parking lots, sidewalks, other left over spaces.  Its edges 
are blurry, formed by property lines, building faces, and perceptions of control.  it stretches 
beyond these insofar as we feel shared access and ownership. the shared ground of the city 
is a space uniquely oriented to us.  the saeculum, the time of our experiences, is the time of 
which the city beats.  this temporal narrative  is not necessarily a program for a built project, 
but is concerned with a “civic aesthetic”, an expression of shared ground into which the 
functions and places of a city are placed.  the city is the shared ground between the host of 
private residential, commercial, cultural or religious structures which inhabit it.  this shared 
ground is the space of interaction, the space between individuals.  it is an expression of our 
culture and identity as a larger community, as it hosts our daily interactions and negotiations, 
and its structures reflect the time of the quotidian. 
 the space of the quotidian is not structured by a larger temporal framework as in 
sacred space.  it is the space of ‘our time’, open to the innumerable possibilities which make 
up the saeculum.  time is not given a direction or destination; the quotidian provides space 
for everyday moments.  the space of the quotidian preserves this sensation of possibility 
in its relation to time.  time passes equivalently over the city in a daily, weekly, and yearly 
schedule.   There is an infinite possibility of experience within the quotidian which reflects 
the cultural possibilities of a secular age.  
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figure 2.3 (opposite page)  Movement along Bay St.

iv.    The Experience of the Quotidian

 As Taylor’s exploration of our secular age reveals, the secular can best be 
defined  as a contemporary condition of varied possibility.  The quotidian is the space of this 
possibility.  its time is rooted in experience: the time of the ‘now’.  reading and experiencing 
quotidian space therefore involves the act of recognizing this experiential quality which is 
ever changing – it is a temporal act.  By passing through the streets, parking lots, and in-
between places of the city we experience the quotidian.

Walter Benjamin’s book The Arcades Project illustrates how a city can be experienced 
in time.   this enormous encyclopedia of thoughts and observations comes out of Benjamin’s 
wanderings through the arcades of 19th Century Paris.  Critical to Benjamin’s work is the 
concept of the ‘flaneur’9:  the individual who strolls through the city experiencing and 
observing.  The Arcades Project captures the temporal experience of space.    An ‘arcade’ is a 
covered pedestrian street which became a dense commercial typology of the Parisian urban 
plan.  The bustling, shifting and chaotic life of the Arcades of Paris cannot be captured in 
their static form or orientation.  the life of the arcades relies on the experience of sellers, 
wares, movement, and sound to capture its spatial qualities. 

in these ever changing streets of the city, Benjamin sought to read the collective culture.  
As a common ground, Benjamin saw the arcades as a sign of his contemporary age:

“Streets are the dwelling place of the collective.  The collective is an eternally 
wakeful, eternally agitated being that – in the space between the building 
fronts – lives, experiences, understands, and invents as much as individuals 
do within the privacy of their own four walls.  .....More than anywhere else, 
the street reveals itself in the arcade as the furnished and familiar interior of 
the masses.”10

the Arcades Project uncovers the richness present in the quotidian.  As an expression of a 
collective consciousness, Benjamin explores how much can be discovered about a culture 
through the built environment.  the arcade became the architectural form through which 
Benjamin observes the common ground of an age.

the quotidian space of our contemporary cities similarly reveals our common 
ground. how the varied possibilities of the secular are sustained through the architecture 
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figure 2.4.
Efficiency of access is provided by zones of move-
ment

figure 2.5 (opposite page)  
The rhythm of Bay St. propagates with regular di-
mension and spacing.

of the quotidian reveals the character of the 
contemporary.  Moving through the streets, 
sidewalks and public squares of a city reveals 
the nature of our saeculum.  
 the contemporary city, unlike the 
arcades of Paris, can be passed through at 
a wider variety of speeds.  Automobiles, 
bicycles, and walkers all experience the 
quotidian in a unique temporal relationship.  
Scale, immediacy, and experience all vary 
according to the rate of movement and 
passage of time.  Movement along Bay Street 
in the city of toronto is divided according to 
these speeds, providing zones of movement.  
Changes in paving type and height are 
indicators of these different zones.  These 
changes provide an efficiency of movement 
allowing equal access to the variety of 
addresses.       

the possibility of address along Bay 
Street can be extended infinitely.  Tower 
after tower line the street.  Similarly. paving 
stones, doorways, streetlights, fire hydrants, 
trees, and newspaper stands propagate with 
a regular and equivalent rhythm.  there is an 
infinite possibility of location along Bay St.  

this repeatability results in an 
indeterminacy to the experience of the 
quotidian.  the repetition of elements makes 
differentiation difficult, as one stretch of 
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figure 2.6 (opposite page)
Repeatability causes an indeterminacy.  Structural 
bays are occupied (or not) by any number of possibili-
ties.  Signage helps to differentiate one bay from an-
other.

figure 2.7 (next page - left)  
An indeterminacy relies on signage to indicate its con-
tent.  Instructions must be given in order to differenti-
ate use and purpose

figure 2.8. (next page - right)  
Materials come in standard dimensions, repoduced 
mechanically in preset combinations.mesnion and 
spacing.

paving is similar to another.  the walls of the 
street similarly possess an indeterminacy.  
the six foot structural bays of towers11 can 
be inhabited by storefronts, offices, lobbies, 
or residences.  One bay is identical in size 
and dimension to another.  Signage identifies 
a store which invites entrance, and an office 
which discourages it. Qualities of overlook, 
privacy, or openness are all dealt with by 
expanses of glass curtainwall12  which forms 
a standard material palate for the variety of 
inhabitation along Bay Street.  

these materials come in standard 
dimensions creating a sense of repetition 
and modularity.  Concrete sidewalk pavers 
are poured in standard sizes, storefront 
entrances are chosen from a list of possible 
dimensions, and precast concrete panels 
have ideal layouts.  Dimensions and sizes are 
determined by the combination of parts.  the 
pieces are interchangeable and allow an ease 
of assembly.  the space of Bay St. contains 
a regular set of modules composed of steel, 
glass, brick and concrete which repeat in 
regular patterns.  
 these experiences of equivalent 
access, an infinite extension, an indeterminacy 
and a modularity all maintain the common 
ground of the quotidian.  Analyzed in a 
static condition, each element of Bay Street 
is a individual location; a condominium, 
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figure 2.9 
Modular parts mean that dimensions are standard-
ized for all building types.

figure 2.10 (opposite page)  
The quotidian space of the city contains infinite pos-
sibility.  Various functions can be inserted into its 
fabric all with equivalent access, and look.

bank, office or store.  The act of moving 
along the street in time however, reveals a 
space of possibility.  in motion one realizes 
that the locus of the individual space is not 
significant.  The space of the quotidian is seen 
as an interchangeable sequence.
 the common ground of the city 
provides the location for mixing between 
any number of possible elements.  the 
infrastructure and layout of Bay St. allows 
for residential, commercial, retail, churches, 
institutions, and public services to occupy the 
space of the city.  Charles Taylor’s definition 
of a secular age as one which a uniformity 
of belief and maintains an awareness and 
freedom of possibility is manifested in the 
space of the quotidian.  Our common ground, 
the space of the ‘now,’ is one which has an 
infinite possibility of inhabitation.  The 
experience of the ‘now’ is one which permits 
freedom of options and access.  Unlike the 
defined temporal structure of sacred space, 
the space of the quotidian is one which 
occupies the space of possible moments.
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figure 2.11 
Bay St. developed along with the city of Toronto in 
the 19th Century.  Outside St. Basil’s Church, the 
fabric of Bay St. has been repeatedly supplanted by 
newer buildings.  A consistent demolition and en-
largement of the urban fabric relies on the commodi-
ficication of the space.

.vi   instrumental Space

These experiences of the quotidian reveal the architectural space of the secular 
in the contemporary city.  the quotidian expresses both the freedom of possibility, and a 
simultaneous experience of indeterminacy, through the tools of the marketplace.  the 
repetition, modularity and indeterminacy of the quotidian are results of the use of mechanical 
reproduction.  
 The effect of the marketplace on the quotidian is one which Benjamin was also 
interested in with his analysis of the arcades.  Benjamin’s exploration of the arcades was 
motivated by an interest in the commodification of things13.   the shops of the arcades became 
a unique space of the modernizing city.   the development of the arcades in the nineteenth 
century was a defining moment in the use of mechanical reproduction.  Industrial processes 
began to impact every aspect of life, providing seemingly limitless opportunities.

As taylor’s exploration of the development of the secular points out, the nineteenth 
century was also important in the cultural understanding of the secular.  “in the nineteenth 
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century, one might say, unbelief comes of age.  it develops a solidity, and a depth, but also 
and perhaps above all, a variety, a complex of internal differences.”14 the focus on the 
mechanical and the material in the nineteenth century took on a central role in the discussion 
of God.  taylor’s exploration of he development of the secular, and Benjamin’s explorations 
on the space of the arcades, are related.  the freedom of possibility which taylor describes 
as coming of age in the nineteenth century is connected to Benjamin’s descriptions of the 
arcades.   

the architectural expression of the secular and the possibilities of mechanical 
reproduction come together in the space of the quotidian.  Mechanical reproduction is used 
to evoke possibility.  the development of Bay Street. relies on mechanical processes for 
its growth and development (figure 2.11).  The quotidian expresses an indeterminateness 
through the anonymity these processes allow. 

The effects of technology on architectural practice and on the experience of our 
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figure 2.12 
The dimensions and components of the streetface of 
Bay St.

built environment is explored in Architecture in the Age of Divided Representation by the 
architectural historian Dalibor Vesely.  he argues that the modern epistemology of science and 
technology results in instrumental space.  instrumental space is the product of architecture 
“as a discipline that can be treated as an instrument, or as a commodity.”  he contrasts 
this to ‘communicative space’, space which enriches and participates in our relationships 
to each other and the world.15    As Vesely describes, instrumental space arose from the 
fragmentation of scientific knowledge and human experience, wherein the former was given 
to define reality, and the latter internal subjective sensation: “The loss of faith in the original 
meaning of pre-established harmony left behind no more than mathematical laws of reality, 
the promise of universal knowledge, and isolated perceptions.”16  the result is a modern 
pluralism which makes many forms of knowing which are not strictly scientific defined 
as personal and private.  As a result, Vesely argues, architecture is therefore treated as a 
technical object, governed by economic imperatives.
 instrumental space is a problematic condition.  Architecture treated as a commodity 
lacks the communicative role.  Quotidian space fundamentally requires a sense of agency 
as it participates in the discussion of meaning.  indeed, Vesely’s thesis centres on trying to 
promote a new poetic of architecture which is ‘communicative’ as opposed to ‘instrumental.’   
the communicative role of architecture is to “embody and found culture.”17  it acts as a 
“vehicle of participation, understanding and global meaning,”18 to shape the human 
experience.  Constructing such an architecture means encouraging the expression of human 
desire within the built environment.   
 the writer and poet laureate of toronto, Pier Giorgio DiCicco, echoes similar 
thoughts in his book Municipal Mind: Manifestos for the Creative City.  DiCicco  uses the term 
‘creativity’ to describe the missing quality in instrumental space.  his book is “a series of 
manifestos and reflections on what makes up the creative city.  The situation is drastic and 
the truth startlingly rude.  Cities are built by the market.”19  DiCicco understands the idea of 
‘creativity’ as the expression and interaction of human desires.   it is not that “imagination and 
commerce” cannot meet, but that the space of contemporary cities lacks the ability to express 
the human spirit.  Shared ideals and vision, DiCicco argues, generates an engaging and 
meaningful built environment.  For this reason narratives of memory, identity and belief (the 
architecture of the sacred) have a role in the creative city.  DiCicco sees creativity as a bridge 
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figure 2.13
The dimensions and components of the streetspace 
of Bay St.  

to these narratives:  “If we are to come together as different peoples in a migratory age, we 
must share a common ethic.  it cannot be religious, political, socio-cultural or ideological.  in 
today’s diversity, such commonality is found only in creativity, common delight and shared 
imagination and wonder.”20  

 What DiCicco calls ‘creativity,’  acts to bridge towards personal narratives (including 
the religious, political, socio-cultural or ideological) within the common ground of the 
quotidian.
 the quotidian space of our cities is the space of ‘our time’.  it captures the unique 
possibility of a secular age which is characterized by the historically unique condition of 
multiplicity of belief.  in the expression of this experience, the mechanical has taken on the 
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role of expressing this possibility.  the experience of Bay St. is one which expresses equivalent 
access, an infinite extension, an indeterminacy and a modularity, all which emphasize the 
varied possibilities of the moment.  the commercial-industrial processes of mechanical 
reproduction are one language of this expression.  the result however, has been to limit the 
communicative function of space: the space of possibility has become a technical space which 
lacks an expression of a common ethic.  DiCicco suggests that there exists a common ground 
through the idea of ‘creativity’.    the space of the secular must reach out to the personal, to 
incorporate, question, and encourage debate as a project of global meaning.  the quotidian 
fundamentally requires a threshold into this private realm of the human spirit. 
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earth; the ineffable in the everyday
Earth is the serving bearer, blossoming and fruiting, spreading out in rock and water, 

rising up into plant and animal.  When we say earth, we are already thinking of the other 
three along with it, but we give no thought to the simple oneness of the four.
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§53  The Call of Levi 
Mk 2:13, Lk 5:27, Mt 9:9

27After this he went out and saw a tax collector 
named Levi, sitting at the tax booth; and he said 
to him, “Follow me.”  28And he got up, left every-
thing, and followed him.  

29Then Levi gave a great banquet for him in his 
house; and there was a large crowd of tax collec-
tors and others sitting at the table with them.

30The Pharisees and their scribes were complain-
ing to his disciples, saying, “Why do you eat and 
drink with tax collectors and sinners?”

-Luke 5:27-30
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This passage, found in all three of the synoptic gospels, is fairly similar in both the 
recounting and placement.  its context is within several criticisms of the Pharisees which both 
precede and follow it.  Central to this passage is the conflict between what is defined as sacred, 
and those activities which fall outside the sacred. 
 The Pharisees were a group attempting to reassemble the variety of splinter groups 
through a renewed adherence to the laws of the torah.  throughout the gospels, especially luke, 
the Pharisees are portrayed in a negative manner, and Jesus routinely comes into conflict with 
them.

the term for sinner used in these passages (hamartoloi) would have been for persons 
“whose occupation or life-style prevented them from full observance of the Jewish law.  though 
some of them may have been notoriously immoral, the designation of them as ‘sinners’ was more 
a social characterization than a moral judgment.”1  these are individuals whose activities placed 
them outside the definition of the sacred.  Tax collectors would have easily fallen into this category, 
as they would have been employees of the occupying roman forces.  Suspected of treason, their 
job would also have been viewed as exploitative.  Their profit would have been provided by the 
extortion of more than what was legally due in taxes and tolls.
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 the tax collector in the gospel of luke and Mark is referred to as levi,  an unknown 
character.  The gospel of Matthew refers to the tax collector as Matthew, implying that he was one 
of the twelve disciples.  this possibility is congruent with the structure of the other gospels.  the 
Marcan gospel has remarkable similarities between this passage and an earlier passage, 1:16, in 
which the disciples are summoned.  the geographic location is identical in both, and both have 
“Jesus passing by (from the Greek paragon) and summoning levi to follow (from the Greek 
akolouthei) him.”2 these key words suggest that the act of summoning is meant to be identical 
in both passages.  It is possible that the writer of Matthew, writing later using the gospel of Mark 
as a source, simply corrected this passage to reflect the list of disciples.3  The effect is to heighten 
the contrast between a disciple (who came to be seen as prophets and bearers of the word of God) 
and a sinner (a religious outcast).
 The final scene of this passage at dinner heightens this contrast further.  In the Lucan 
gospel the dinner is described as a “great banquet.”  A recurring and important theme in luke, 
eating together implies a total acceptance of one another.  eating together comes to be seen as a 
sign of “God’s desire to be with his creation.”4  the banquet becomes a sacred space in the midst 
of its quotidian aspects which fall outside the sacred.

This conflict forms the central message of this passage.  It is an assertion of the sacredness 
found within the furthest aspects of quotidian experience.   
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Reflection

I wonder whether any aspect of Matthew changed in this moment.  
Did the sacred wipe away his quotidian aspects, or was Matthew a hidden disciple 
all along?  I wonder whether the banquet was   truly a moment of acceptance, or 
a tacit provision of sustenance – or both.   Somehow meaning appears within the 
furthest reaches of day to day experience.  
 i struggle to understand how the eternal becomes accessible within the 
everyday.  Moments in which i encounter the sacred are usually so removed from 
the rest of my life.  they appear as moments set aside from life to encounter this 
other presence.  in this passage i confront a sacredness which arises directly from 
the parts which are excluded.  this passage suggests that the spiritual aspects of 
my identity are rooted in the everyday made holy.  these are not two separate 
places but a common ground.
 What role can the sacred play in the everyday? How can the everyday 
experiences of the city reflect these ineffable moments of communion?  How can 
the city occupy the edge between the sacred and quotidian?
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figure 3.1 
Mechanical reproduction creates a quotidian space 
of repeating elements and dimensions.  These repeti-
tions create a repeating rhythm of the quotidian. In-
terrupting this rhythm gives spaces for interraction.  
By peeling open this rhythm, space begins to provide 
expression of the creative.

.iv the Creative City

The material of the earth is physical and tangible.  It is fixed in materiality, 
so distinct from the ineffable world of the spirit.  How do these building blocks reach out 
to the ineffable?  Architecture has always acted to preserve meaning.  Through the material 
we begin to interact with collective projects of meaning.  how can the temporal structure of 
contemporary quotidian space participate in this function?
 the experience of modularity and indeterminacy along Bay St. provides our secular 
age with a plurality of options, but the language of mechanical reproduction creates an 
absence of expression.  the material serves functional purposes in its economy of means, 
maintaining a neutrality of expression.  DiCicco’s collection of manifestos argues that this 
is not a livable city.  He proposes a common ground which can reflect the richness of the 
human spirit.  

DiCicco points to creativity as a necessary process in the construction and inhabitation 
of our common ground.  the ‘creative city’ is one that “rejoins the project of dreaming and 
the project of building.”5  A civic vision is not found in “bad planning, or good planning...[a]
better allocation of capital funding or public money or private sector initiative...[or] schools 
of aesthetic, or schools of thought.”   DiCicco sees creativity as more than just an artistic 
creation, but the shared expression of human desire. “the cause of urban illness or the health 
of urban serenity is to be found in the relationship between primal human desires and the 
construction that mirrors them or stunts them”6.  the space of the quotidian must give space 
to these desires.
 As DiCicco illustrates, the expression of a common ethic is challenging in our age of 
diversity. he argues that creativity, “common delight and shared imagination and wonder.” 
are our only tools.  these do not clarify ontology in the same way that the temporal structures 
of St. Basil’s does.  DiCicco says that creativity offers metaphors for ontology, and “these 
metaphors are windows from which the citizen glimpses the spectrum of the ineffable.”7  
Rather than an edge between the material and the ineffable, DiCicco is proposing a window, 
a threshold which allows us a passage between.  Windows separate and distinguish two 
zones, but also allow a passage of light, and sound, temporarily blurring the edge.  For 
DiCicco creativity encourages the expression of the personal truths of the human spirit in 
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figure 3.2
The peeling open of indeterminateness of the quotid-
ian creates opportunities for encounter.

the shared space of the city.  A creative city is one which provides these windows, allowing 
space for thresholds to personal truths of the human spirit, and hence, to the sacred.

the integration of these thresholds into the space of the quotidian suggests an 
interruption in the structure of indeterminability.  the freedom of options and access can 
be opened up to the inhabitation of place.  these openings give space to the gathering 
and expression of relationship.  the rhythm of Bay St. can temporarily pause to provide 
thresholds towards St. Basil’s.

the process of generating these thresholds can be both an act of design and 
construction.  While DiCicco’s text is vague about the architectural principles of the creative 
city, Vesely seeks to define a communicative architectural language in Architecture in the Age 
of Divided Representation.  If providing windows to the ineffable in the quotidian is about 
expressing meaning, then Vesely provides the tools for doing so.  Vesely works to replace the 
language of mechanical reproduction through a new poetic.  For Vesely a ‘poetic’ is a way of 
making, the process of “bringing into being of something that did not previously exist.”8 
 this poetic guides design intent from an “experience of appearances” to the experience 
of an “ethos.”9  It illustrates the possibility of a shifting focus in the design process.  Vesely 
proposes the rehabilitation of geometry from solely a mathematical abstraction to a experiential 
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figure 3.3
Turning edges into thresholds involves expanding 
the two faces of the border to occupy the edge itself.  
Expanding out, these edge conditions become inhab-
itable spaces transitioning between the two faces of 
a line

component of being: fundamental geometries such as horizon, up/down.  Similarly, the 
concept of praxis, which seeks to relate the purpose of the project to its construction, acts as 
a component of communicative architecture.  here Vesely emphasizes not only the “content, 
but also the fulfillment of the project.”10

Vesely’s poetic seeks to orient the process of design and construction to one which 
expresses our human condition in its physical and intellectual breadth.  this poetic 
illustrates the architectural process which grounds the construction of DiCicco’s ‘creative 
city.’  Communicative space forms a poetic for the process of designing and constructing 
DiCicco’s windows into the ineffable.  
 the creative city is one which manifests the spirit of its citizens, communicating the 
deepest desires of their hearts.  While the time of the saeculum is uniquely ours, we must 
find a language to give voice to that which is beyond the time of the ‘now.’ DiCicco points 
towards the ‘creative city’ which can be a place built on the expression of shared wonder 
and imagination.  Vesely illustrates a poetic that expresses the communicative function of 
architecture.  through these moments we begin to imagine thresholds from the sacred into 
the quotidian.
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.v  thresholds

Finding windows from secular 
time into the time of the sacred involves 
a transition from the understanding of 
boundaries as edges to thresholds.  the edge 
as a border between the sacred and quotidian 
distinguishes separate temporal structures 
in architecture.  the space of the sacred is 
defined by this border, which encloses a 
unique and private spatio-temporal structure.  
the border divides this from the experience 
of the quotidian. 
 in seeking to occupy a border, this 
separateness is challenged.  As DeCicco 
and Vesely both write, the  role of our civic 
space is to participate in the expression of 
our desires and understandings of meaning.  
the common space of our everyday life must 
reach out to structures which support and 
mirror these desires.  DeCicco imagines these 
connections as ‘windows’ into ontology – 
thresholds which exist between.
 the term ‘theshold’  implies a crossing 
between distinct zones, but refers to that 
third, momentary space of ‘inbetween.’  this 
zone between is the space within the edge.  
We recognize the multiple layers of material 
that distinguish between the sacred and 
quotidian.  each face of this border responds 
to the distinct zones it encloses.  turning 
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figure 3.5. 
A model of the existing wall and roof which form a part of the edge 
between St. Basil’s Church and Bay Street.

these edges into thresholds involves expanding the two faces of 
the border to occupy the edge itself.  expanding out, these edge 
conditions become inhabitable spaces.
 the analysis of the edges at St. Basil’s Church in Part 
One informs the exploration of thresholds.  these edges are not 
impermeable lines but layer upon layer of material laminated 
together.  the zone within them is a physical space which can 
be expanded and occupied.  the minute air pockets between the 
faces of screen, glass and plastic (see page 28), the enclosed space 
between the ceiling and the roof (see page 26) form spaces which 
filter and protect the inside from the outside.  The transitional 
zones of the narthex (see page 24) and the ramp (see page 30) 
already begin to allow an occupation of the edge, but are  limited 
in their connections and relationship to the quotidian.  expanding 
these edges explores an occupation of the border. 
 this inbetween space belongs to neither face of the edge, 
but acts as a transition.  these spaces are, conceptually, ‘windows’ 
into ontology, that allow the delicate negotiation between the 
sacred and quotidian.  edge becomes threshold.  thresholds are 
places of passage and transition.  these thresholds give space for 
the ‘creative city’ allowing the expression of the ineffable in civic 
space.  
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figure 3.6, (3.8 & 3.9 on following pages)
A model of the existing wall and roof peeled away uncovering the space 
between the materials.  The edge becomes threshold.
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v.  Design

 DiCicco’s ‘windows onto ontology’ suggests the architectural element of thresholds 
as a response to the border between the sacred and quotidian.  these design images explore 
the creation of thresholds which begin to relate Bay Street to St.Basil’s Church, and vice 
versa.  their poetic is guided by the experience of sacred and quotidian time, and possible 
transitions between them.  this begins to act as a communicative architecture – the design 
gives a voice to the narratives of the sacred, and communicates interactions between the city 
and the church.  
 the experience of transition is explored in several conditions.  Some are more direct, 
allowing an integration of the two spaces across the threshold, while others are perceptual, 
allowing connections but not access across the threshold.  in all cases however, the border 
between the sacred and quotidian has been expanded to become an occupied zone.  rather 
than a line, a zone is a defined space.  The occupation of the border transforms the edge into 
threshold by creating a third space which is a blending of the church and street. 
 the materials of the walls and roof of the church literally slide away and begin to 
spread out.  the architectural operation involves fragmenting and re-using the materials of 
the edge to create the threshold . existing edge conditions such as the ramp are expanded 
and refined to articulate  their architectural role.   In various ways, edge conditions have 
peeled outwards to begin interacting with and blending the space of the quotidian. 
 interacting with these fragments of the edge begins to interrupt the rhythm of the 
quotidian.    the experience of these zones is about moving between two distinct spaces.  
Views, sounds and activities are opened up, layered, or connected.  these experiences try to 
find possible interactions  between the experience of the sacred and quotidian.  
 Three zones have been explored in order to describe specific thresholds.  The east 
wall of the church supports the direction of ritual within the church and looks onto Bay 
Street.  the current ramp connects the parking lot to the existing basement.  Finally the north 
wall of the church acts as the terminus to the ritual and has a blank wall overlooking a large 
expanse of grass.
 through the design drawings experiences and aspects of threshold are explored as 
the space of the quotidian begins to meet the space of the sacred.
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1. East Wall (pg.79,80)
2.  Ramp  (pg.81,82)
3.  North Walll  (pg. 83,84)

3. St. Joseph Street
4.  Bay St.
5.  Odette Hall
6. St. Basil’s Church
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direction of travel

figure 3.15.1 map of the solid space between the sidewalk 
and St. Basil’s showing a possible arrangement of the 
fragmented materials.

figure 3.15.2 map of the void space between 
the sidewalk and St. Basil’s showing the 
opening up of view and sound in the direc-
tion of travel

1. east Wall

 the east wall currently supports the 
longitudinal direction of ritual within the 
church.  Facing onto Bay St. the east wall 
is made up of layers of brick, plaster, glass, 
wire cage, and plexiglass.  these materials 
are peeled outwards along an axis which 
draws them towards the sidewalk along 
Bay Street.  While the wall is broken up into 
many materials and pieces, its entire surface 
area remains intact with the exception of two 
openings.  The effect is to appear intact when 
viewed orthographically.  
 two small openings are removed and 
pierce across the site.  they align a standard 
rhythm of glimpses along the sidewalk with 
the rhythm of the stations of the cross on the 
interior of the church.  these brief glimpses 
are the only direct contact between St. Basil’s 
and the sidewalk.  Following along these 
connections, the view begins to open up.  
Passing the fragmented materials of the wall, 
the visual and auditory connections become 
stronger.  Slowly one is opened up to the 
church or the street.  
 the experience of this threshold acts 
to blend the temporalities of the sacred and 
quotidian.  the seasonal liturgical cycles, as 
well as the weekly and daily changes in light 
and sound within the church are registered 

from the street.  Similarly the church is opened 
to the quotidian experiences (light, sound, 
movement) of the street.  these experiences 
are mediated by the fragments  of building 
which gradually open up each experience. 
 the architectural strategy of this 

threshold relies on movement.  rather then 
a static architecture which communicates a 
connection, moving along an axis provides a 
gradual experience of opening.  this act of 
inhabiting the threshold generates within the 
architecture a transitional experience.
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2. ramp

 An existing ramp connects the parking lot to the basement of the church.  While 
minimal and discrete, this ramp has a critical function.  it provides access to the church hall 
which hosts a variety of community related functions such as an “Out of the Cold Program” 
and a “Food Bank.”  these functions directly support the inhabitants and activities of the 
quotidian.  the church hall also acts as an extension of the sacred space as it is the architectural 
representation of the sacred in action.
 the ramp is rotated and  extended across the site to become continuous with the 
sidewalk.  the street slowly changes grade connecting the sidewalk to the church hall 
directly.  A new staircase becomes the architectural representation of a vertical connection 
to the sacred along this horizontal movement.  the staircase acts both as a connection to the 
sanctuary and a gateway to the church hall.
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figure 3.16

sidewalk grade is connected to the church 
hall beneath the sanctuary by a ramp which 
stretches across the site.  The vertical con-
nection to the sanctuary is maintained by a 
new stairwell

the staircase is a criss-crossing motion mov-
ing between framed views of the city and 
church

 The experience of these two geometries reflect their individual roles.  The ramp 
provides a smoothe and continuous surface, creating direct connections to the church hall.  
its scale and surface generate a large open space.  in contrast the stairwell is enclosed by a 
wood skin which peels away providing stronger visual connections as one descends from 
the sanctuary to the hall.  The nature of the motion when ascending/descending the staircase 
is always back and forth.  Criss-crossing between framed views to the city and to the church, 
the stairway acts to weave together views of the sacred and quotidian along this vertical 
journey.
 the architectural strategy of this threshold involves aligning programs and geometries.  
the horizontal access is used to connect related programs such as the street and the church 
hall.  the vertical access  is used to express more abstract connections such as the church 
hall to worship. By organizing programs, and aligning them to geometries, interactions are 
facilitated.
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3. North Wall

 the North Wall acts as the terminus 
to the axis of ritual within St. Basils Church.  
typically this wall hosts several narrative 
functions containing the tabernacle and 
crucifix.  It projects the axis of ritual forward 
into the future of redemption.  its outside 
surface however is conversely bare, a blank 
wall facing the city. 
 the wall is expanded outwards 
stretching from its current position to the 
sidewalk along St. Mary St.  Several new walls 
provide echoes of this wall, but allowing a 
filtering of light through their materiality.   
these new walls act to layer the narrative 
role of the north wall, incorporating the light, 
views and experiences of the street into this 
narrative.
 the experience of these walls acts to 
overlay narrative onto both the church and 
street.  From within the church, the successive 
layers of semi-transparent surfaces overlay 
the traditional symbols of the crucifix, and 
the stained glass window, but also views of 
the street and buildings outside.  Because of 
the space between the various walls, activities 
which occur are over-layed onto the function 
of the north wall.  these experiences suggest 
that the projected future incorporates and 
involves the activities beyond.  the structured 
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figure 3.18
 layers of filters are spread 
across the site

a semi-transparent film 
is applied to a glass 
wall

horizontal slats partially ob-
scure view.  A reflective coat-
ing on the top surface of the 
panels overlays a crucfix 

the existing stained glass 
panel is removed and sup-
ported in a frame.

existing brick wall

future time of the sacred begins to open itself up to the movements and patterns of the 
city.  Similarly, fragmented views of the activities within the church are over-layed onto the 
experience  of the street.  The zone that these filters create takes on the aesthetic of a bridge 
which allows a movement across these filters into the church.
 the architectural strategy of this threshold relies on overlapping experiences which 
are mediated by filters.  Light is used in a variety of ways to overlap experiential and symbolic 
elements.  Varying transparencies allow an interplay of the structured narrative of sacred 
time with the open possibility of quotidian time.
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P a r t  F O u r
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sky; the everyday in the divine
The sky is the vaulting path of the sun, the course of the changing moon, the wandering 

glitter of the stars, the year’s seasons and their changes, the light and dusk of day, the 
gloom and glow of night, the clemency and inclemency of the weather, the drifting clouds 
and blue depth of the ether.  When we say sky, we are already thinking of the other three 

along with it, but we give no thought to the simple oneness of the four.
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§10, §108  the rejection at Nazareth
Mk 6:1, Mt 13:54, Lk 4:14

2On the sabbath he began to teach in the syna-
gogue, and many who heard him were astound-
ed.  They said, “where did this man get all this?  
What is this wisdom that has been given to 
him? What deeds of power are being done by his 
hands! 

3Is not this the carpenter, the son of Mary and 
brother of James and Joses and Judas and Simon, 
and are not his sisters here with us?”  And they 
took offense at him.  

4Then Jesus said to them, “Prophets are not 
without honour, except in their hometown, and 
among their own kin, and in their own house.”  

5And he could do no deed of power there, except 
that he laid his hands on a few sick people and 
cured them. 

Mk 6:2-6a
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This passage is found in all three of the synoptic gospels, although at different points 
of the narrative.   the story follows Jesus speaking in his local temple, being rejected for his 
heritage, and a rebuttal which compares Jesus to the prophets of the Old Testament.   Central to 
all three versions of the story is the idea of sacredness juxtaposed against commonality.  

it would not have been uncommon for an adult male to speak within the synagogue.  
Within Nazareth it would have been perfectly acceptable for Jesus to read from the torah and 
share a reflection1.  the rejection ascribed to the crowd would have been in response to something 
much more shocking.

in the Marcan gospel, this passage is the anti-climax to a series of miraculous signs of power 
and precedes the sending out of the twelve disciples.   it is these signs which the crowd reacts 
to.  The rejection is a stark contrast to the preceding image of a powerful and influential prophet 
suggesting that Jesus “could do no deed of power” there.  The author of Matthew softens this 
contrast slightly.  The Rejection at Nazareth finalizes a chapter which consists of Jesus’ parables 
and ends suggesting that he chose to conceal his power: “and he did not do many deeds of power 
there”.  
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luke’s account occurs at the beginning of the gospel story, creating a smoother narrative 
arc out of the gospel from initial rejection, to popularity, and eventual rejection/crucifixion.  The 
reordering of the lucan gospel forces the author to lengthen the passage.  instead of being seen 
as a rejection of miracles/teachings which came in a preceding passage, the author of Luke must 
provide the same information within the scene.  in the lucan gospel Jesus makes an explicit claim 
to be the Messiah2.  After reading the scroll of Isaiah, Jesus proclaims “today this scripture has 
been fulfilled in your hearing.”  It is this idea, implicit or explicit in all three gospels which the 
crowd rejects.
 After this claim, all three gospel writers include the same response.  A list of Jesus’ heritage 
and occupation is used as a rebuttal to his claim of spiritual power.  Curiously, Matthew and 
Mark’s gospel refer to Jesus as “son of Mary” as opposed to “son of Joseph”.  it is possible that this 
could be considered an insult as most individuals were identified by their paternity3.  in response 
to the crowds rejection, Jesus refers to the Old Testament figures of Elijah and Elisha, two other 
prophets who were rejected for claiming to speak on behalf of God.  

Within the passage the major conflict that exists is between the supernatural and 
commonplace aspects of Jesus.  the crowd cannot resolve the contrast between these opposites.  
they are disturbed at Jesus’ demonstration of both.
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Reflection

The gospels are filled with narratives which depict Jesus as the 
martyr, suffering for his spiritual mission.  This passage is no different, although 
the reasoning given is unique.  i am stirred by the blunt rejection of Jesus not 
because he is extraordinary, but because he is too ordinary.  

 I wonder what I choose to forget in my attempt to be holy.  How can the 
sacred, so other worldy, be so deeply rooted in the physical?  Like the crowds in 
the temple, i too am shocked and scandalized that the depth of truth and meaning 
could be wrapped up in physicality.  i am moved by the emphasis on the earthly 
which is also strangely holy.   
 What role can the everyday play in the sacred? How can the infinite and 
the indeterminate experiences of everyday life become a part of the rigid structures 
of the sacred?  How can the church occupy the edge between the sacred and 
quotidian?
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figure 4.1 (above)
Bieler’s drawings of early Christian worship spaces 
including attics/homes (top) and catacombs (bottom).  
Informal gathering spaces were testament to the fact 
that the sacred existed in all creation.

.iv  the Material and the Divine

Christian sacred space has relied on a temporal model in order to invoke 
divine qualities onto the material world.  the presence of the divine is revealed in the world 
as all material transforms towards an eventual renewal in the fulfillment of time.  As has 
been shown in part one, contemporary sacred space has had to react to a secular culture 
which recognizes this temporal framework as one amongst many.  Contemporary sacred 
space reveals a highly tuned expression of edges which architecturally generates a border 
between the time of the sacred and the time of the everyday.  the result is an emphasis on the 
numinal as an abstract and personal experience of the sacred.  historically however, sacred 
architecture has been used to unite an understanding of the material and the divine.

in his survey of Christian architecture through time, the theologian and historian 
Andre Bieler explores the types of spaces used for worship in early Christianity.  homes, 
attics, catacombs and public buildings were informal gathering spaces for worship4.  these 
informal architectures testified to the fact that the sacred existed in all creation.  The growth 
in adherents and the need to formalize structures however, posed a serious concern for the 
construction of permanent spaces of worship.  the development of a temporal architecture 
which could relate the material and the divine is revealed in the developments within 
medieval thought.
 representations of space  in the development of maps between the 7th to 15th C present 
this temporal space.  this qualitative and conceptual method of cartography emphasized 
temporal relationships over spatial ones.    their highly uniform structure placed Jerusalem 
at the center with the Mediterranean dividing europe, Asia, and Africa in a ‘t’ shape.  the 
encircling ocean gave these maps the familiar t-O structure5.  Most significant about these 
maps was their conceptual quality.  Physical distance and size was less important than 
conceptual structure.  the Garden of eden is typically placed in the east, and the location of 
biblical events and locations is plotted along with contemporary inhabitation.  The world was 
understood as a spatial and temporal whole, collectively caught up in a movement towards 
fulfillment.  A representation of the everyday world was placed alongside biblical events, 
drawing both into a larger narrative.
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figure 4.2.
Hereford Map 13th C. Enlargments 
show the placement of the garden of Eden 
in the far East, located at the top of the 
map.  The area around the red sea shows 
the crossing described in Exodus.  Nar-
ratives of the sacred are placed alongside 
geographical features

in the maps, the time of everyday life 
is considered equal to the time of the sacred.  
the entire world is caught up in a sacred 
narrative.  the gothic cathedral shared in 
this structure to create a reciprocal model 
of the cosmos.  By modeling the structure 
of the world, both physical and divine, the 
architecture of the gothic cathedral acts not 
as a space apart, but as a microcosm reflecting 
the structures of sacred time.

in his book Gothic Architecture and 
Scholasticism the art and architectural historian 
erwin Panofsky suggests that the architecture 
of the Gothic cathedral became an experience 
of both the physical and divine.  “like the 
high Scholastic Summa, the high Gothic 
cathedral aimed, first of all, at ‘totality’ and 
therefore tended to approximate by synthesis 
as well as elimination, one perfect and final 
solution; ...in its imagery, the high Gothic 
cathedral sought to embody the whole of 
Christian knowledge, theological, moral, 
natural, and historical with everything in 
its place and that which no longer found 
its place, suppressed.”6  in this quotation, 
Panofsky is referring to thomas Aquinas’ 
Summa theologica, an encyclopedic text 
which attempted to systematically prove the 
whole of medieval knowledge including the 
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figure 4.3
Table of Contents for Volume I of Thomas Aquinas’ 
Summa Theologicae.  Note the division into Parts, 
Treatises and Questions.  Questions are divided into 
questions, responses, objections and conclusions build-
ing up larger conclusions from smaller ones.  Compare 
this structure to the gothic cathedral (figure 5,6)

divine and corporeal.  
the cathedral at Chartres demonstrates Panofsky’s thesis that 

the architecture of the cathedral is structured identically to Aquinas’s 
Summa.  the main structural supports subdivide numerous times, 
like a table of contents, relating the concepts of each part to a larger 
whole.  the sculptures, stained glass, and spaces organized by these 
elements are all the various elements of our world, sorted, organized 
and arranged in a unified manner.  The architecture becomes a 
symbolic device for relating the everyday world, to the narrative of 
sacred time.
 Within the space of the Gothic cathedral, the world is a unified 
structure, as the sacred acts as a model of the cosmos.  entering the 
cathedral therefore, is not crossing an edge into another narrative.  
rather it is entering a microcosm which illuminates the order of the 
wider world.  the experience of entering and departing the Gothic 
cathedral is a continuous journey within sacred time.  there is no edge, 
as the architecture points to, and reflects the quotidian.  This structure 
articulates the way in which the Gothic cathedral links the material 
and divine within sacred time.
    in contrast, a contemporary division of sacred and everyday 
time divides the material from the divine.  the Gothic cathedral, 
as interpreted by Panofsky, suggests that occupying the edge in 
contemporary sacred space consists in finding new methods of relating 
sacred time to our contemporary condition.  Finding the material in 
the divine, and giving structure to the numinal consists in generating 
thresholds which find common ground between the sacred and 
quotidian.
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figure 4.4.1 (above)
Plan of Chartres Cathedral

figure 4.4.2 (right)
Ceiling of Chartres Cathedral. Compare the architec-
tural structure to the structure of Aquinas’ Summa 
Theologica, (figure 4). Major structures divide and 
subdivide organizing narratives contained in the stat-
ues and stained glass.  A medieval cosmology includ-
ing both the sacred and quotidian is organized.
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figure 4.5
elevation of Herz Jesu Church showing the transition 
in the opacity of the glass.

figure 4.6 (top,across)
plan of Herz Jesu Church, Munich Germany.

figure 4.7 (bottom, across)
A large portal at the entrance swings out to include the 
forecourt into the sacred space.

v. New Sacred Spaces

The architectural exploration of thresholds which can connect the 
sacred and quotidian is concerned with finding structures and experiences which relate 
these two temporalities – ie. how the experience of the sacred compares to the experience 
of the quotidian and vice versa.  As opposed to the dichotomous, hierarchical, or nihilistic 
relationships between the sacred and quotidian explored in part one, a reciprocal relationship 
holds the possibility of creating edge conditions which bridge between.  reciprocity implies 
a mutual relationship and action.  two projects, herz Jesu Kirche in Munich (Church of the 
Sacred heart) and St. Gabriel’s in toronto, illustrate potential architectural expressions of 
this relationship.
 Completed in 2000, the church of Herz Jesu by architects Allmann, Sattler and Wappner 
consists of a series of material layers transitioning the worship space to its surrounding 
neighborhood.  located in an urban neighborhood in Munich Germany, the church acts as 
a series of filters for light and movement which alter at different programmatic areas of the 
church, and different times of day.  The effect is to manipulate the edge of the sacred space 
and build thresholds into the surrounding fabric. 
 The building consists of two inset volumes.  The first is enclosed by wood slats and 
houses the liturgical space.  A second volume of light steel framing and structural glass 
surrounds it.  Each volume filters light.  The 2000 vertical slats of the inner volume increase 
in separation as they approach the altar, directing light and increasing the quantity of light 
towards the focus of worship.  inversely, the exterior volume of glass increases in opacity 
as it approaches the altar area allowing a milky light, but eliminating view of the religious 
functions from outside.  
 This interplay of transparencies differentiates between light as a sensual experience, 
and light as a visual connection.  Gradually the role of light moves from being one of 
connection and invitation towards the entrance to one of divine symbolism towards the 
altar.  As the day progresses, the church acts as a vessel to collect light, and come nightfall, 
the church dispenses light into the surrounding community.  the volumes work together to 
modulate the experience of light generating relationships with the everyday.
 this transition between the sacred space and the street is facilitated by a continuous 
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figure 4.8 (this page)
The gilded metal curtain reveals a large cross in the 
weft of its weave.  Lights from a skylight above high-
light the cross.  Because of the semi-transparency of 
the curtain, the cross appears to be made of light.

figure 4.9 (top,across)
the exterior volume of the church is completely en-
closed by glass of varying transparency.

figure 4.10 (middle, across)
levels of transparency filter light allowing a transi-
tion between the sacred and quotidian.

figure 4.11 (bottom,across)
the pattern of blue nails silkscreened onto the massive 
glass portals at the entrance.

limestone flooring which extends from the interior to the forecourt.  A slight differentiation 
is made in the finish of limestone flooring at the entrance becoming rough outside rather 
than smooth.  this material continuity passes through the layers of the building, which are 
each individually articulated to transition the viewer between spaces.  
 the exterior facing the forecourt consists of two fourteen-metre high mechanically-
operated panels which can swing open in a welcoming gesture and further connect the 
worship space to the forecourt and the surrounding city.  the forecourt becomes included in 
the worship space and vice versa.  the glass panels are physically massive, mechanical, and 
earthly, decorated with a silk screen of densely patterned blue nails.  The texture of this plane 
is a counterpoint to the end wall of the worship space, where the warp of a fourteen-metre 
high gilded metal curtain reveals a massive cross.  Vertical light from a skylight reveals 
the cross embedded in the metal weaving.  Both surfaces represent a threshold: the former 
reflects the weight of the mortal life, and the latter the promise of the divine.  Each acts to 
give definition to the journey towards the altar and away from it.  The breach between the 
two boxes of wood and glass hosts the stations of the cross, suggesting the cyclical path of 
prayer that transitions between.  
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 In the case of St. Gabriel’s Church (2006) in Toronto Canada, ecology and sustainability 
are seen as a cosmological narrative which connect the liturgical ritual to a garden and the 
city beyond.  Designed by Roberto Chiotti of Larkin Architects, the church became the 
first church in Canada to receive a silver certification under the Leadership in Energy and 
environmental Design (leeD) rating system, an international standard for measuring ‘green’ 
design.  the church articulates the ‘eco-theology’ of theologian thomas Berry, a member 
of the Passionist Order, who own and operate the church.  eco-theology emphasizes the 
role of covenant between God and life as the foundation of creation.  A human relationship 
with the divine relies on a stewardship of creation.  the articulation of this theology in the 
architecture of St. Gabriel’s emphasizes direct relationships between the sacred and nature.  
This relationship attempts to expand sacrality beyond the edges of the church, incorporating 
an awareness of the everyday into the act of worship. 
 the church responds to this narrative in both its organization and expression.  
Organized to take maximum advantage of the sun, the south face of the worship space is 
opened to natural light through a full height glass wall.  Along with a sizable overhang and 
the remaining three concrete walls, the glass provides light and controls heating/cooling 
for most of the year.  the building is sited to take advantage of local transit routes and an 
underground parking lot means that most of the site is given over to a garden.  extending 
from the south face of the church, the garden is oriented to the worship space visually uniting 
the two. 
 Access to the church is provided on the east-west access, perpendicular to the axis 
of ritual.  Parishioners pass through an exterior piazza, an elongated narthex and enter the 
sanctuary from the side.  Antiphonal seating reorients the axis of worship from the east-west 
direction of entry, to the north-south.     
 By orienting the liturgical processions along the north-south axis, the ritual always 
travels between the tabernacle and the exterior garden.  A series of liturgical stations from 
the altar, ambo, and baptismal font stretch the rituals of mass out between the representation 
of Christ and the garden.  the experience is to orient the worship to a connection between 
the sacred and everyday.  
 this narrative is emphasized in the construction of the church which tries to exclusively 
use low-environmental-impact materials7.  A living wall in the narthex area highlights the 
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figure 4.12 (left, across)
Plan of St. Gabriel’s Church, Toronto, Canada

figure 4.13 (top right,across)
A massive south facing glass wall controls heating and 
lighting, connecting the sanctuary to the garden.

figure 4.14 (bottom right, across)
antiphonal seating focuses the ritual on liturgical sta-
tions which connect the tabernacle to thegarden. 

figure 4.15 (top, this page)
interior of the sanctuary

figure 4.16 (bottom, this page)
the narthex area contains a living wall which controls 
air quality and underscores the ecological narrative.

‘green’ agenda of the architecture and helps to clean the air and control humidity.  Similarly, 
the building systems including, water saving fixtures, irrigation system, high-efficiency 
mechanical systems, and passive climate control methods where possible are used.  these 
mundane aspects of the building emphasize the ecological narrative of the church reinforcing 
the architectonic language in the technical reality of the structure.  
 this narrative tries to link the time of the sacred to the time of the everyday through 
the principle of stewardship.  An ecological imperative shapes the orientation and expression 
of the liturgy.  the liturgical movements along the north south axis emphasize this connection 
between the sacred space, the garden, and the planet.  Worshiping within this building, and 
along this axis is a process of connecting the sacred to the quotidian.
 herz Jesu, and St. Gabriel’s illustrate new possibilities in the language of contemporary 
sacred architecture.   An analysis of these churches reveals the possibility for architecture to 
occupy the edges of contemporary sacred space.  these thresholds enrich our experience of 
the sacred by confronting its edges and proposing reciprocal relationships between the sacred 
and quotidian.  they point to the communicative role of phenomenology and narrative as 
tools to articulate content beyond the abstract and personal sensation of the numinous.  
 The thresholds at Herz Jesu are driven by a focus on sensation.  Through attention 
to sensory qualities such as light/dark, opaque/transparent, smooth/rough an experience of 
transition is created.  the modulation of surfaces helps to experientially unite the two spaces.  
Surfaces such as the limestone flooring moves continuously between spaces.  Similarly the 
density of wood slats and the frosting on the glass gradually transitions from quotidian 
to sacred.  Material surfaces, their texture, colour or transparency, generate a threshold.  
Surfaces such as the patterned glass of the gateway, or the woven metal fabric behind the 
altar use materiality to evoke sensations.  Passing through these layers in time evokes a slow 
transition which overlays the sacred and quotidian as opposed to dividing them.
 the church does not suggest any particular theology, or try to explain the relationship 
between sacred and quotidian.  the careful manipulations of light however, reveals an open-
ended narrative of the similarities and differences of outside/in.  Consistently, light is used 
as a tool to express connection and relationship.  the changing property of light across the 
building expresses the nature of these relationships.  towards the forecourt, where view and 
connection is made possible by openness and transparency, light is used as a visual connection.  
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towards the altar, where sensory qualities of mystery are made 
possible by filtering, light is used as a divine sensation.  This 
narrative emphasizes the similarities and differences in the sacred 
and quotidian through what might be described as a theology of 
relationship in light:  light acts as a bridge for the worshiper both 
towards the divine and towards their community.    
 in contrast, the materiality at St. Gabriel’s is less evocative.  
the exposed concrete and drywall of the sanctuary is fairly stark in 
comparison to the rich surfaces at herz Jesu.  Materiality still forms 
a key aspect of a threshold however.  Materials such as the exterior 
limestone embedded with the fossils of ancient sea crustaceans 
strengthens the theological narrative of the church.  the recycled 
or re-used materials do not necessarily evoke sensations in their 
surfaces, but are key elements of the experience.  Materiality acts 
to support the ecological narrative which conceptually bridges the 
sacred and quotidian.
 this narrative is strongly expressed in the orientation and 
liturgical organization of the church.  St. Gabriel’s relies on eco-
theology as a conceptual structure which links an understanding 
of the sacred with the natural world.  this structure acts as a way 
to transition the time of the sacred to the time of the everyday.  the 
sacred is understood in the context of stewardship over creation.  
it is emphasized through the organization of the liturgical stations 
and the equivalence of the worship space and the garden.  this 
conceptual structure is similar in nature to the structure of medieval 
thought which generated the form of the gothic cathedral.  While 
more limited in scope, the structure of St. Gabe’s tries to express 
a common time of the sacred and quotidian in the narrative of 
ecological principles.

 the interpretive structures for reading sacred space 
explored in part one help to reveal the nature of an inbetween 

time in St. Gabriel’s and herz Jesu.  Both these churches articulate the 
structure, aesthetic impact and relationships of a threshold.  
 St. Gabriel’s strongly relies on the temporal structure of eco-
theology which sees sacred time fulfilled in the everyday interactions 
with natural systems.  herz Jesu articulates a more open-ended 
narrative which organizes sacred and quotidian time as two experiences 
connected by the common medium of light.  
 Both St. Gabriel’s and herz Jesu create strong connections 
between the sacred and quotidian in one’s movement through these 
spaces.  herz Jesu is organized along an axis which experientially 
extends the sacred out into an open forecourt.  Materiality and program 
shift along this axis.  Similarly, St. Gabriel’s is strongly oriented on an 
axis which connects the liturgy to an exterior garden. the experience 
of worship draws one into this tension.  
 Finally, both churches express threshold in how they respond 
to, and change in time.  St. Gabriel’s is carefully tuned to the time of 
the now, relying on sunlight and daily climate cycles for light, heat 
and water.  The building expresses a deep attachment to the changing 
moments of the everyday.  herz Jesu participates in a daily cycle of 
collecting and distributing light, expressing an inverse but reciprocal 
relationship to the quotidian patterns of the everyday.  
 in both of these projects, one can read a focus on thresholds 
between the sacred and quotidian.  the unique temporalities of the 
sacred and quotidian are related through the time of the threshold.  
While neither inside, nor outside, the time of threshold relates the two 
times of sacred and quotidian, seeking to find common structures, 
experiences or relationships.   The effect is to extend the space and 
time of the sacred outwards, and to allow the space and time of the 
everyday to come inwards.
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v. towards a temporality of thresholds

Crossing the threshold between the time of the sacred and the time of 
the secular creates opportunities for overlap.  herz Gesu Kirche and St. Gabriel’s Church 
articulate connections and interaction between the church and city.  this overlap points 
towards a middle zone which challenges both an understanding of the church and the city 
in contemporary architecture.    Moments which connect the sacred and quotidian suggest 
that architecture can negotiate these currently contrasting structures of my reality: that there 
is a temporal structure which bridges the sacred and quotidian.  the threshold provides 
the key to the transition and connection between distinct temporal orders.  As a zone, it 
constitutes the spatial condition for the meeting and dialogue between these two orders.  the 
temporality of the threshold is neither the structured time of the sacred, or the indeterminate 
time of the quotidian.  it suggests a temporality of threshold.

I imagine a new theology of the everyday that defines this temporality of threshold.  
A division between sacred and quotidian denudes both by ignoring their common goal of 
reflecting the fullness of ‘being’ which seeks both divine and mortal.  A theology of the 
everyday is one which describes and encompasses the fullness of my reality and forms the 
basis for a new experience of the church and city.    Between the sacred and quotidian lies 
the possibility of a new space, which seeks to relate the divine with the everyday.  three 
reflections begin to define my understanding of a theology of the everyday:

a. an architectural language of changing connections
b. spaces of  analogous experiences
c. an architectonic interpretation of time

By reflecting on these themes in relation to the design project in part three, several key 
relationships arise in the definition of a temporality of threshold.  

figure 4.17 

figure 4.18 

figure 4.19 
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a. an architectural language of changing connections
 
 experiencing a threshold between the sacred and quotidian involves moving between 
two poles for me, always shifting between stable  eternal truths and the temporal situation in 
which i live out these truths.  i recognize that neither revelation nor reason can fully describe 
this journey.   Between the sacred and quotidian is somewhere between the stable reality 
of a sacred time, and the ever changing situations of the moment.  But to what extent does 
the sacred contribute to an understanding of reality, and are there some experiences known 
only by reason in the moment, some only by the eternal truths of faith and some by either or 
both? 
 As a way to explore this idea, i began to imagine an architecture which acts 
to preserve both the rigid structures of revelation and the open structures of reason8.  A 
potential architectural language tries to extend the variety and type of connections.  At herz 
Jesu, more ineffable experiences are articulated by an opaque glass and diffuse light, while 
the direct encounters within the narthex are articulated by a transparency.  this architectural 
vocabulary begins to establish a language of thresholds by looking at the various ways 

figure 4.20 
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direct and indirect connections help in defining the relationship between the divine and 
everyday.  
 This process resembles the design exploration of the north wall (figure 4.20) at St. 
Basil’s Church.  Filtering, opaque, and transparent materials allow a variety of interactions 
between the church and street, overlaying experience and narrative onto each other.  One 
experience of the city, may begin to correlate with a moment within the ritual of mass, 
combining their significance.  The strategy for this threshold is to overlay various types of 
thresholds - visual, circulatory, or experiential (figure 4.21). 
 This interplay suggests a field of possible connections which relate the sacred and 
quotidian.  Thresholds act as bundles of connections (figure 4.22) which provide a variety of 
interaction between two spaces.  Providing the possibility for direct and indirect encounters 
allows a layering of experience.  theologically, this suggests the full range of human 
experience, from faith to reason, which helps negotiate between the sacred and quotidian.

figure 4.22 

figure 4.21 
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b. spaces of  analogous experiences
 
 the division of sacred and quotidian creates a tension 
between two times.  i am restless in one or the other, always 
wanting to move between, pursuing some sort of equilibrium.  i 
imagine the possibility that the structured time of the sacred might 
occasionally overlap with that of the quotidian.  like the two 
hands of a clock which once every sixty minutes align, or the cycle 
of the eclipse, I seek to rest briefly in that moment of conjunction.
 St. Gabriel’s achieves this conjunction in the idea of eco-
theology.  The scale of time reflected in the stewardship of nature 
finds resonance in both a sacred and quotidian narrative.  
 exploring this idea, i became interested in the architectural 
setting of the Donovan Collection (fig. 4.17-19), one of Canada’s 
largest collections of contemporary Canadian art.9  throughout 
the corridors and common areas of Odette Hall, works have been 

gathered by its curator Fr. Daniel Donovan which are not necessarily 
religious but which reflect a common theme: “Most of the works have 
what i would describe as a spiritual quality.  Some of them develop 
traditional religious images or symbols but do so in a modern way.”10  

the display of these works acts to heighten a sense of  overlap.  Works 
in the ‘xerox room’ for instance discuss the role of language and the 
reproduction of words and text.  Works in the ‘coffee room’ express 
serenity and suggest what Donovan sees as a ‘chapel.’  in each instance 
the artwork and its setting amplifies moments of connection when the 
ineffable and the everyday meet to reveal the depth of meaning present.  
Interacting with these moments can begin to define thresholds in the 
built fabric.11   

this process is similar to that used in the design exploration 
of the ramp at St. Basil’s (figure 4.23).  The ramp provides access to 
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the church hall which acts as both a service space for the city, as well as an expression of the 
sacred.  In this moment, two divergent zones find a co-habitation in a particular program.  
this program becomes an intersection of the vertical and horizontal axes.  the strategy for 
this threshold is to find moments of intersection which resonate in both the time of the sacred 
and quotidian (figure 4.24).
 These intersections express the role of thresholds in defining common ground. 
Individual moments pierce through divisions, linking the sacred and quotidian in specific 
instances (figure 4.25).   The sacred is often manifested in various places outside the sanctuary, 
including the home, places of gathering, or the geography of the landscape12.  in this sense, all 
architecture is involved in the generation of sacred space.  Moments which find an alignment 
between the quotidian and sacred narratives give added significance to those experiences.

figure 4.23

figure 4.24

figure 4.25 
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c. an architectonic interpretation of time

 the term threshold comes from early words used to describe the stone of the doorsill 
at the entrance to a room or building.  the term implies a crossing between distinct zones, but 
refers to that third, momentary space of ‘inbetween.’  temporally the space of the threshold 
exists only in the sliver of time between two spaces, neither in nor out.  For a brief moment, 
you are neither in one space nor the other but in some amalgam of both.  the architecture of 
the threshold therefore is perhaps a temporal one.  it exists in the act of moving between.  it 
is not a static structure of time, or an indeterminate space of anytime, but moments along a 
constant journey.  the beating wings of a hummingbird sometimes appear still, moving so 
quickly as to appear simultaneously up and down, suspending the bird in the air.  i believe 
moments of overlap between the sacred and quotidian are similar, moments of pause on the 
continuous journey between.

This idea is explored in the design of the East Wall at St. Basil’s church (figure 4.26).  
The architectural elements do not define a new zone, but moving through it, begins to open up 
and transition between two zones.  The effect is to delay the moment of crossing, and provide 
space for encountering and exploring this transition.  We typically imagine architecture as a 

figure 4.26
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static object, but in its inhabitation it provides moments which shift and change (figure 4.27).  
Both the object itself (cycles of day/night) and our experiences (movement through) change 
in time.  
 This idea of threshold recognizes the temporal space – a space as influential as the 
constructed space (figure 4.28).  The act of moving through and transitioning, provides an 
experience of translation.  Fragments of light and sound, blur together creating a temporary 
overlap.    Within this time, there exists the possibility of observing both spaces, and inhabiting 
a space between.

In time, the theology of the everyday acquires definition.  I believe it is in the act 
of moving in time that architecture can best express this dynamic.  living out the varying 
applications of seemingly static truths needs not deny either the structures of belief, or the 
varying possibilities of  moment. instead, always moving between these, both are enriched.  
Constructing the various experiences of crossing between sacred and quotidian, i begin to 
occupy the border.  

figure 4.26

figure 4.27
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the relationships between the theology of worship and the architectural conception 
of Christian churches from the beginnings to our day (Edinburgh : Oliver & 
Boyd, 1965), 27.

5  While there is a variation of scale and detail, this general orientation 
remains consistent throughout medieval mapping.  the hereford map 
shown is fairly specific in its geographical features, other maps represent 
the Mediterranean  as two bisecting lines. 

6 Erwin Panofsky, Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism (New York: Meridian 
Books, 1957) 38

7 Including: minimizing finishes; maximizing use of locally obtained 
materials; use of re-cycled steel and substituting a percentage of the 
cement with slag; reclaimed lumber and glass for the pews and stained 
glass; re-use of furniture; recycled structural steel; materials and finishes 
of low or zero volatile organic compound (VOC) emitting products

8  For me, it seems that Aquinas must have struggled with this 
question when scribing the Summa theologica.  Within the text each 
treatise is divided into questions.  each question is then divided into 
objections, responses, and conclusions.  the ordering of the book 
serves to develop each conclusion from first principles through this 
process of question and answer.  At times these conclusions derive 
from observation, biblical quotation or a combination joined through 
inductive reasoning.  the Aquinaseum (see illustration) acts as an 
exploration into how revelation and reason interact in Aquinas’ text.    
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God  1.
Divine Order  2.

Creation  3.
Man  4.

Purpose  5.
Christ  6.

The Sacraments  7.
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9   The collections home is Odette Hall, a set of offices attached to the church.  
The offices support the day to day operations of the community, but largely 
house several departments at St. Michael’s University, and the University 
of toronto.the variety of work centers on images and forms which express 
aspects of the divine in contemporary culture:  “more recently art and 
religion have tended to go their separate ways.  Much contemporary art 
although not explicitly religious, possesses what might be described as 
a spiritual quality.  Art making of this kind tends to engage artists at the 
deepest levels of their being.”.  these pieces, at times directly religious or 
not, act as signs of overlap between the spiritual and the material.  they 
point towards the mystery which permeates and gives depth to my being.  
As Donovan expresses, they touch on the level of being which incorporates 
both divine and material.

10 Fr. Donovan, movie

11  Encountering Tim Whiten’s sculpture Dwelling #5 immediately suggests 
an architectural setting.  The form of the 6”x6”x9” solid block of cast glass 
suggests the generic house (see photographs).  the texture of the glass is 
rough and earthen in contrast to its lightness and transparency.  When 
the light shines on the work, the glass seems to glow.  Internal reflections 
seem to multiply the light and the entire form glows with warmth.  to 
me it suggests the sacredness of home, the spiritual experience of finding 
one’s place, and belonging.   Home is often used as a metaphor for the 
individual.  homes become expressions of our identity.  the sculpture 
thus has a dual meaning expressing the sacred as a part of being. 
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7

SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B
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 i imagine this work transforming 
the experience of sacred space (see 
illustration), overlaying the temporal 
cycles of time and home onto the time 
of the sacred.  like a clock, the sculpture 
would glow to mark 9am and 5pm, 
the daily rhythm of home life.  light 
scoops in the ceiling would cut through 
the edges of the church, bringing the 
narrative of everyday cycles into the 
experience of the sacred.  these cycles 
in turn are given added depth through 
the sculpture which reveals the sacrality 
of this ritual.  The setting suggests that 
home is not just a place, but a spiritual 
experience of belonging.  And this sense 
of belonging, this individuality and 
private expression of identity reveals the 
sacred.   i must be in the church at the 
appropriate time in order to witness the 
time of the threshold.  

12   this thesis underlies American Sanctuary, 
Nelson’s collection of essays on sacred 
space which analyzes the sacred in 
unexplored places.  
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Appendix A: recent landmark roman Catholic Church Projects

Jubilee Church
Richard Meier & 
Partners
rome, italy, (2003)

Novy Dvur Monastery
John Pawson
Pilsen Czech republic 
(2004)

Cathedral ofOurlady 
of the Angels
Jose rafael Moneo
los Angeles, 
California, (2002)

Chapel of St. ignatius
Steven holl Architects
Seattle Washington, 
(1997)
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Baton rouge, 
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Toronto, Canada (2006)


